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ABSTRACT




Next Generation IP technology has the potential to prevail, both in the access and in the
core networks, as we are moving towards a multi-service, multimedia and high-speed
networking environment. Many new applications, including the multimedia applications,
have been developed and deployed, and demand Quality of Service (QoS) support from
the Internet, in addition to the current best effort service. Therefore, QoS provisioning
techniques in the Internet to guarantee some specific QoS parameters are more a
requirement than a desire. Due to the large amount of data flows and bandwidth demand, as
well as the various QoS requirements, scalability and fine granularity in QoS provisioning
are required. In this dissertation, the end-to-end QoS provisioning mechanisms are mainly
studied, in order to provide scalable services with fine granularity to the users, so that both
users and network service providers can achieve more benefits from the QoS provisioned
in the network.
To provide the end-to-end QoS guarantee, single-node QoS provisioning schemes
have to be deployed at each router, and therefore, in this dissertation, such schemes are
studied prior to the study of the end-to-end QoS provisioning mechanisms. Specifically,
the effective sharing of the output bandwidth among the large amount of data flows is
studied, so that fairness in the bandwidth allocation among the flows can be achieved
in a scalable fashion. A dual-rate grouping architecture is proposed in this dissertation,
in which the granularity in rate allocation can be enhanced, while the scaability of the
one-rate grouping architecture is still maintained. It is demonstrated that the dual-rate
grouping architecture approximates the ideal per-flow based PFQ architecture better than
the one-rate grouping architecture, and provides better immunity capability.
On the end-to-end QoS provisioning, a new Endpoint Admission Control scheme
for Diffsery networks, referred to as Explicit Endpoint Admission Control (EEAC), is
proposed, in which the admission control decision is made by the end hosts based on the
end-to-end performance of the network. A novel concept, namely the service vector, is
introduced, by which an end host can choose different services at different routers along
its data path. Thus, the proposed service provisioning paradigm decouples the end-to-end
QoS provisioning from the service provisioning at each router, and the end-to-end
QoS granularity in the Diffsery networks can be enhanced, while the implementation
complexity of the Diffsery model is maintained. Furthermore, several aspects of the
implementation of the EEAC and service vector paradigm, referred to as EEAC-SV, in
the Diffsery architecture are also investigated. The performance analysis and simulation
results demonstrate that the proposed EEAC-SV scheme, not only increases the benefit to
the service users, but also enhances the benefit to the network service provider in terms of
network resource utilization. The study also indicates that the proposed EEAC-SV scheme
can provide a compatible and friendly networking environment to the conventional TCP
flows, and the scheme can be deployed in the current Internet in an incremental and gradual
fashion.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Internet has experienced an exponential growth since the 90s of last century [1]. With the
increasing popularity of the Internet applications and services, the networking environment
and architecture is also evolving towards a new generation, which will demonstrate
significantly different features from today's Internet:
• The Internet Protocol (IP) may become the vehicle for the integration of data
and conventional telecommunication services. The simplicity of IP makes it
economical to provide conventional telecommunication services, such as voice, over
IP networks. The third and fourth generation of wireless networks are also required
to provide seamless support of data services over the IP infrastructure.
• The access to the Internet services has expanded from wired networks to wireless
networks, and from fixed networks to mobile networks. The terminals that support
Internet access include not only desktops and notebooks, but also PDAs, mobile
phones, etc. The location that provides Internet access is not limited to home or
office, where fixed network infrastructure exists, but it is extended to cars, trains, or
even airplanes where mobile and wireless network infrastructure are available.
• Higher data rates and capacity at both core and access networks. In the backbone,
the data rate is increasing dramatically from OC-3 (155Mbps) to OC-192 (10G
bps). In the access network, the data rate of Fast Ethernet has reached 100Mbps,
ten times as fast as the earlier Ethernet (10M bps), and is envisioned to reach 1G
bps; while the wireless access speed has increased from 11 Mbps to 56 Mbps in
Wireless LAN (WLAN). Moreover, the DSL or Cable modems are becoming more
widely deployed to upgrade the home Internet access from 56K modem to around
1M bps.
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2• New applications, including the multimedia applications (e.g. video conference,
on-line broadcast) and real-time communications (e.g. Voice over IP) have been
developed and deployed in the Internet. These applications may consume more
network resources, such as bandwidth and memory buffers, than conventional
Internet applications, such as e-mails and web browsing.
Unlike the conventional Internet applications, such as email and web page browsing, for
which only the best effort service in the Internet is required, the new features of the
next generation Internet now demand Quality of Service (QoS) support in the network
infrastructure. QoS is referred to as the capability by which a network or a network
equipment provides guarantees of certain performance to a data flow or network traffic,
measured through various parameters at different layers. In this dissertation, the QoS
is studied at the network layer of the OSI reference model and the Internet layer of the
TCP/IP reference model [2], whose parameters include average delay and delay jitter of
a packet, bandwidth and goodput of a data connection, packet loss probability during the
data transfer, etc.
1.1 QoS Provisioning in the Internet
At the network layer, the QoS provisioning techniques can be classified as the mechanisms
and strategies that aim to guarantee the QoS within a single node, and the mechanisms and
strategies that aim to guarantee the QoS end-to-end or edge-to-edge within a network
domain [3]. The single-node QoS provisioning techniques include packet forwarding
techniques and resource management techniques. Fast packet forwarding techniques,
which is one of the prerequisites for QoS support, are needed to ensure that sufficient
bandwidth can be provided to accommodate the traffic in the Internet. The breakthrough
in link speed at both core and access networks has laid ground for fast forwarding of
packets and for providing QoS in the Internet. Correspondingly higher link speed also
3requires routers to work at much higher data rate with high efficiency to provide: 1. fast
packet delivery without blocking; 2. high capacity to accommodate large amount of data.
In addition to the high data rate, resource (output bandwidth, internal buffers, etc.)
allocation and management schemes need to be implemented in a high capacity router.
This is due to the fact that the increase of resources, such as bandwidth and buffers, cannot
be unlimited while the demand will never stop, as new services and applications keep
emerging and the number of users keep increasing. Furthermore, the bursty nature of
the Internet traffic makes it neither economical nor efficient, to always attempt to meet the
resource requirements of a data flow at its peak rate; while if the resources are not allocated
according to the peak rate, more sophisticated resource allocation schemes are needed
to guarantee the QoS. Specifically, resource allocation and management schemes may
include buffer and queue management schemes, traffic shaping, policing and scheduling
schemes, etc.
Although the single-node QoS provisioning mechanisms can help improve the
overall offered QoS in the network, from the user point of view, it is the end-to-end
performance that is of importance. The end-to-end or edge-to-edge QoS provisioning
provides the capability for a network to guarantee the QoS in an end-to-end or edge-
to-edge fashion. It consists of the techniques that coordinate the single-node QoS
provisioning schemes on an end-to-end or edge-to-edge basis. This dissertation will
not differentiate between the concepts of "end-to-end" and of "edge-to-edge", and will
discuss "end-to-end" only. However, the results can be easily extended and applied to the
"edge-to-edge" case.
Traditionally, end-to-end QoS cannot be guaranteed in the Internet and the service
provided is referred to as "best effort". To guarantee the end-to-end QoS performance,
new service models have to be introduced which provide not only the conventional
connectionless best effort service in the Internet, but also services which are beyond best
effort and able to guarantee the required QoS of a connection in an end-to-end fashion.
4Currently there are two service models proposed for end-to-end QoS provisioning
in the Internet: Intsery [4] and Diffsery [5]. The Intsery model aims to provide network
services to each individual user data flow. Resource reservation and allocation are
performed for each flow, which is similar to providing network services to the virtual
connections in Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) networks. A signaling protocol,
namely, the resource ReSerVation Protocol (RSVP) [6] was proposed so that admission
control and resource allocation can be performed in a dynamic manner and the state of
each flow can be refreshed in the Intsery routers. The Intsery model requires per-flow
management in the network, while the router needs to keep information about the state of
each flow.
On the other hand, only a number of services are provided to users in the Diffsery
model, based on the Service Level Agreement (SLA) between the user and the service
provider. Traffic flows will be marked by the host or leaf router and classified, metered,
shaped, and possibly re-marked at the ingress router where the flows will be aggregated
according to the service class and forwarded to the core routers. At core routers, the
aggregated flows are serviced according to the Per-Hop-Behavior (PHB) associated with
their service classes. Thus the core router does not keep the state of each individual flow.
In addition to the architecture of the service models, the end-to-end QoS
provisioning also includes the general QoS policing and management schemes. These
schemes may include admission control policy and mechanism, QoS routing policy and
mechanism, QoS pricing policy and mechanism, QoS deployment and other end-to-end
QoS monitoring, control and administration mechanisms.
1.2 Scalability and Granularity in QoS Provisioning
With the high data rate supported in the core and access networks, both the single-node
and end-to-end Q0S provisioning techniques often face the trade-offs between the QoS
granularity and solution scalability. In general, fine QoS granularity is desired by both
users and service providers since it can provide fair resource allocation, efficient resource
5utilization, and more robust services. However, scalable QoS provisioning schemes may
only support coarse QoS granularity, while solutions to provide fine QoS granularity are
usually either not scalable to accommodate the large amount of flows in a router, or too
prohibitive to be implemented.
For example, the Generalized Processor Sharing (GPS) algorithm and its packet-
based version, Packet-by-packet Generalized Processor Sharing (PGPS) [7] are ideal QoS
provisioning techniques for a single node to guarantee the bandwidth allocation and delay
bound of each individual data flow, i.e., they can provide the finest QoS granularity in
terms of bandwidth allocation. However, they require per-flow based packet queueing
and scheduling. Considering the high data rate and hence the huge amount of data
flows coexisting in a network node (router), it may be prohibitive to realize an ideal
per-flow based PGPS scheduler in a router. Trade-offs have to be made between the
scalability of the implementation and the instantaneous bandwidth allocation accuracy,
i.e., the QoS provisioning granularity, as compared to the ideal scheme. Implementations
of scheduling algorithms with coarse QoS granularity will degrade the bandwidth and
delay guarantee capability of the scheduling algorithm, affect negatively the fairness in
bandwidth allocation, and reduce its service provisioning robustness in the sense that the
conforming flows will be negatively affected by ill-behaving flows and cannot get their
desired service performance.
Among the end-to-end QoS provisioning schemes, similar problems exist. For
example, in the Intsery model, per-flow based resource reservation and allocation have
to be performed end-to-end so that each flow's end-to-end QoS requirements can be
supported in the network. However, by performing per-flow based resource management,
the Intsery model suffers from the salability problem because each router has to keep the
state information for each flow and reserve resource for its QoS requirements. The Diffsery
model is considered as a scalable solution in that individual flows are aggregated at the
edge routers and provisioned with QoS based on the flows' class in the core networks.
6Since the number of service classes is negligible as compared to the number of individual
flows in the Intsery model, and the core routers will not differentiate individual flows but
only the service class of the aggregated traffic, the core routers do not suffer from the
scalability problem. However, in this model, only coarse end-to-end QoS granularity can
be supported. Flows of the same service class along the same path in the network will
receive the same end-to-end QoS, even if they have quite different QoS requirements.
Thus, in this model, the network resource utilization may be reduced since users may
obtain better services than what they desired, while users may achieve less net benefit
from the services if service-based pricing is applied.
1.3 Dissertation Objective and Outline
Since coarse QoS granularity, provisioned either at a single node or end-to-end, will
degrade the benefits that can be achieved by both the users and network service providers,
in this dissertation, some QoS provisioning techniques, which can provide scalable
solutions with fine QoS granularity, are studied. Although the emphasis is placed on the
end-to-end QoS provisioning schemes, single-node QoS provisioning schemes that need
to be deployed at each router in the network will also be discussed.
The remaining of this dissertation is organized as follows.
In Chapter 2, a novel and scalable traffic scheduling architecture is introduced and
described to provide fine rate-allocation granularity in a router. The proposed scheduling
architecture can be applied to both performing per-flow based scheduling at routers in the
Intsery model or edge routers in the Diffsery model, and performing bandwidth allocation
among different service classes at core routers in the Diffsery model.
Since Diffsery is a more scalable service model in the next generation Internet, the
emphasis from Chapter 3 and on is placed on the end-to-end QoS provisioning strategies
in the Diffsery model. The objective is to enhance the end-to-end Q0S granularity
provisioned in the Diffsery network while maintaining its scalability feature.
7In Chapter 3, a novel end-to-end Q0S provisioning strategy, referred to as Explicit
Endpoint Admission Control (EEAC), is proposed and its effect on the user benefit is
studied, while in Chapter 4 the implementation of the proposed strategy, referred to as
EEAC-SV, in the Diffsery networks is described. The simulation results demonstrate
that the proposed scheme can enhance the end-to-end QoS granularity provisioned in
the Diffsery network and maintain the scalability feature of Diffsery networks. The
proposed model and strategy can also provide a friendly networking environment for the
conventional TCP flows in the Diffsery network, and can be deployed incrementally and
gradually based on today's Internet QoS infrastructure. Finally Chapter 5 concludes the
dissertation and discusses directions for future research.
CHAPTER 2
IMPROVING SERVICE RATE GRANULARITY IN CELL-BASED
SCHEDULERS
2.1 Introduction
The Integrated and Differentiated Service models in the Internet [1] require that packet
switches support various service classes and provide connections to large amount of flows
over a single resource-shared physical infrastructure. Therefore, the scheduler design is
critical to the single-node QoS that a packet switch is able to provide in terms of bandwidth
allocation and delay bound guarantee. For this reason, packet scheduling algorithms have
been intensively studied in recent years.
It is well known that the Generalized Processor Sharing (GPS) algorithm and
its packet-based version, Packet-by-packet Generalized Processor Sharing (PGPS) [7]
are idealized algorithms which are able to: a) guarantee delay bound to leaky-bucket
constrained flows; b) provide real-time fair allocation of bandwidth among backlogged
flows, regardless of the behavior of the flows; and c) isolate well-behaving flows from the
disadvantageous effects of other ill-behaving flows. However, GPS and PGPS are difficult
to be implemented in packet schedulers due to their complexities. In the literature, a lot
of scheduling algorithms for packet switching that approximate GPS and PGPS have been
proposed such as WFQ [8], EFQ [9], H-PFQ [10] etc., which are generally referred to as
Packet Fair Queueing (PFQ) algorithms [11]. The objective of these algorithms is to find
a balance between the implementation complexity (i.e., scalability) and the performance
approximation to the idealized GPS (i.e., service granularity).
2.1.1 Related Work
Generally, the implementation complexity of PFQ algorithms is determined by the
following factors [12]: 1) the calculation of the virtual system time; 2) sorting the service
order of all flows; 3) the management of another priority queue to regulate packets, if
8
9those algorithms with the "smallest eligible virtual finish time first," such as WF2Q [13]
or WF2Q+ [10], are adopted as the service disciplines.
The PGPS [7],[12] and Weighted Fair Queuing [8] algorithms use the virtual system
time defined by the fluid GPS model, which need to track all backlogged flows, and hence
the worst case complexity is 0(N), where N is the number of flows. Some other PFQ
algorithms, with virtual system time complexity 0(J) [15] and 0(log) [10] [16], have
been developed.
The sorting complexity of most algorithms is 0(log). S. Puri, et al. [17], proposed
to use the van Emde Boas data structure, which has the complexity of O(log log).
Stephens et al. [11], [18] proposed a grouping architecture for schedulers in which
flows with same rate are grouped together and the scheduler only supports a fixed number
of rates. The implementation of the sorting complexity is then reduced from processing
each flow in the scheduler to processing each service rate group supported by the scheduler.
For example, if WF2Q+ is employed, the sorting complexity is reduced from 0 (log N) to
O(log M), where N is the number of flows and M is the number of service rate groups.
The scalability of the PFQ algorithm family is thus improved. However, in such a grouping
architecture, the rate granularity of a scheduler becomes coarse, which limits the fairness
among the flows. For example, in a scheduler which supports exponentially distributed
rates with lMbps, 2Mbps, 2Mbps,...., etc., when a flow only requires a rate of 1.25Mbps,
the typical solution is to provide it with the rate of 2Mbps. This solution not only makes
the flow user take advantage of the service provider but also is unfair to other flows because
such a flow will be able to consume more resources than it is supposed to and thus other
flows may not get sufficient resources. Coarse granularity of the rate allocation in a router
caused by the grouping architecture will also degrade the immunity capability of PFQ
algorithms, which isolates ill-behaving flows from negatively affecting the conforming
flows.
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Moreover, the grouping architecture will also introduce the trade-off between the
implementation complexity of the admission control policy and the link utilization. In
general, the implementation complexity of the admission control policy for the ideal
PFQ scheduler is 0(1), while the worst-case complexity of the admission control for the
grouping architecture is 0(log N) to achieve the same link utilization. Otherwise, if the
admission control algorithm with the implementation complexity of 0(1) is applied in the
grouping architecture, the link utilization will be lowered as compared to the ideal PFQ
scheduler, and the level of under-utilization will be decided by the rate granularity provided
in the grouping architecture. Interested readers may refer to [19] for further discussions
on the admission control in the grouping architecture.
2.1.2 Objectives and Outline
In this chapter a scheme is proposed to enhance the rate granularity of the grouping
architecture, in which when a flow requires a rate between two rates supported by the
scheduler, it is split into two sub-flows which are enqueued into the corresponding rate
groups respectively. The ratio of the entire flow in each of the sub-flow queues will
ensure the average guaranteed service rate is equal to the rate that the flow requires. This
scheme is referred to as dual-rate grouping. With dual-rate grouping, the current grouping
architecture do not need to be changed and the rate granularity can be improved without
increasing the number of rate groups, i.e., without increasing the sorting complexity of
the scheduler. As long as there is sufficient memory to represent the ratio of a flow in
a sub-flow queue, any rate a user requires can be provided by using the M rate groups,
which maintains the sorting complexity as 0 (log M). This scheme is studied under the
context that the length of each packet is fixed, referred to as a cell, in an IP switch router.
The operational model of the IP switch router is shown in Figure 2.l. In this model,
when an IP packet arrives at the IP switch router, at the inbound side, a table look-up
will be performed to determine how to deal with the packet. Variable-length IP packets
will be segmented into fixed length "cells" at the inbound side to utilize the fixed-length
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packet (ATM) switch architecture and reassemble them into packets at the outbound side
before they are forwarded to the next hop. It should be noted that what Figure 2.l provides
is the general operation model for the proposed IP switch router. Slight differences may
exist when it is applied at different networking environments. For example, reassembling
may not be necessary if it works as an ingress edge router at an ATM backbone network,
while segmentation may not be needed when it works as an egress edge router in an ATM
backbone network. The proposed scheduler can be applied at the inbound side to schedule
individual flows to their outbound ports and at the outbound side to schedule flows to
access the output link. The detailed description and performance of such an IP switch
router architecture can be found in [20].
Figure 2.1 The operational model of the IP Switch Router.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In section 2.2, the principle of
the scheme and its associated performance properties are discussed. In section 2.3, the
issues of implementation are explained, which include the rate error that will be induced
during implementation to make this scheme easily realized, and mechanisms to maintain
cell sequence of a flow while avoiding sorting in a rate group. The performance study and
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simulation results are presented in section 2.2, while section 2.5 contains some concluding
remarks.
2.2 Dual-rate Grouping Architecture
Similar to [11], the architecture of a cell-based scheduler with grouping architecture is
shown in Figure 2.2, in which flows with same service rate requirement are grouped
together into one rate group, while each flow in the rate group stores cells of that flow
in a First In First Out (FIFO) fashion, which is therefore referred to as a flow queue.
The scheduler will only support a limited number of rate groups and their flow queues.
Although any type of PFQ algorithms can be applied in this scheduler architecture, in
this chapter, WF2 Q+ [10] will be applied as the scheduling algorithm in the scheduler
architecture, for the reason that WF2Q+ algorithm has lower implementation complexity
among the PFQ algorithms that most accurately approximate the ideal GPS algorithm.
Figure 2.2 The cell-based scheduler architecture.
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In each rate group, only the cell with the smallest virtual start time is placed into the
scheduler processor, which in turn decides which cell should be served according to the
packet selection policy of the corresponding PFQ algorithm. In Table 2.l, a list of most
of the notations used throughout this chapter is provided. Without loss of generality, it is
architecture.
Definition 2.J: For flow Si , the relative error, ea , between the required service rate rib
and the guaranteed service rate f- i , is defined as
It is easy to deduce that with one-rate grouping scheme, one will have
Since it is required that fib = Ti, then (2.3) and (2.2) can be achieved.
It should be noted that in the previous discussion the concepts of the guaranteed
service rate fib and the received service rate f ib are not differentiated. In general,
corresponds to the normalized weight in the PFQ algorithm while fib is the bandwidth and
service rate that a flow actually receives. One can have r i < Ti, i.e. ri is the guaranteed
service rate to a flow, when the following condition is satisfied [19]:
where ni > 0, di > 0 and they are both integers.
It is easy to follow that with the dual-rate grouping architecture, the flow's average
queueing delay D i will be bounded by L i //1-i . In the ideal case in which the ratio e +1)
can be achieved, Di is equal to the delay bound required by Si and there is no relative error
between the required service rate r iband the guaranteed service rate fib.
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2.3 Realization of Dual-rate Grouping Architecture
When the scheduler is implemented, a processing table has to be set up for each flow,
which stores such information as the flow's current virtual start time s ib, the required
service rate rib, etc. To implement the dual-rate grouping, the representation of x1 K+1) ,
has to be implemented in the processing table. This can be achieved through a label for
ni and a counter cif which resets at the value of di. Initially ci is set to 0 and the flow
queue is located in the rate group K + 1 each time the flow is activated and backlogged.
When a new cell of Si departs from the flow queue, cif is incremented by l. If the
flow is continuously backlogged and n i cells have left the scheduler, the flow queue is
moved to the tail of rate group K. When di cells have been departed, c if is reset to 0
while flow is moved back to the tail of rate group K + 1. The remaining operations of
the scheduler, upon cell arrival and departure are the same as in the one-rate grouping
architecture. Therefore, the implementation complexity remains the same as that in the
one-rate grouping architecture. It should also be noted that the packet selection policy
performed in the scheduler processor is not affected by the dual-rate grouping architecture.
Since r i can not be known a priori, the design of the dual-rate grouping architecture
can be simplified as follows. When n i and cifare implemented, a fixed number of bits,b,
are allocated in the processing table for the representation of n i and cif, respectively. To
simplify the operation of the dual-rate grouping and save space for the processing table,
the representation of d i will not be implemented in the processing table. c ifwill only be
reset when it overflows and rolls over back to 0. Therefore, the possible values of e+1)
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specific ri . Therefore, the rate granularity is , improved by adding 2 b — 1 additional rates
the user, which is also the closest rate to riband can be supported by the processing table.
In this case, there is a relative error e1 between the service rate requested and guaranteed.
In the following theorem, the upper bound of e 1 is provided as follows.
ei is bounded by
Although from relation (2.8), it can be seen that e 1 can be significantly reduced by
using a large b, it requires long backlogged flow for the guaranteed rate to converge to the
required value, which can be seen in subsection 2.2.l. Therefore, the rate granularity can
benefit from large b only when the backlogged flow is long enough.
With one-rate grouping architecture, a flow queue is maintained in First In First Out
(FIFO) manner. In the processing table, only the virtual start time at the head of the flow
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queue needs to be stored. Each time a cell is fetched into the scheduler processor or a
new flow comes in, the flow will be moved or appended to the tail of the rate group queue
and a new virtual start time will be stored for that flow. It is proven in [11] that with this
implementation, in a rate group queue, a flow with the smallest virtual start time will be
served first by the processor without performing the costly sorting. Moreover, the sequence
of cells in each flow will be maintained, which is important to virtual connections. In
dual-rate grouping architecture, in a rate group the sequence between different flows and
sub-flows can be maintained in the same way as in the one-rate grouping architecture.
A property of the PFQ algorithm is that the virtual clock v(t), the virtual start
time s(t) and the virtual finish time f(t) are monotonic increasing functions of time
t. Moreover, when two cells k and k + 1 arrive sequentially, the virtual start time has the
following relationship [7]:
However, even in the one-rate grouping architecture, there is a complication in the
implementation. Since the number of bits to represent the timestamp is finite, when the
timestamp of virtual system time v(t) is rolled over, the computation of the virtual start
time for a new arrival flow may give wrong result. For this reason, in one-rate grouping
architecture, when Si is not backlogged as cell k + 1 arrives, sr will be assigned a value
in the range [v (t), v(t) + (//71)]. Moreover, in each rate group, sorting among different
flows should be avoided. Therefore, the newly backlogged flow will be assigned a virtual
start time at least as large as that of the tail of the backlogged flows in the rate group but
In the dual-rate grouping architecture, there are two additional complications
regarding the overflow of the timestamp and sorting in the rate group. The first one is
when cell k + 1 arrives, cell k is not backlogged and cell k + 1 enters a rate group different
from that of cell k. The desired value of sir is given by max
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to guarantee the delay bound property of the rate group that cell k +1 will enter [11],
should be in the range [ST, EH + (l/r ir 1 )], where EH and ST are the virtual start time
of the head and tail of the backlogged flows in the rate group that cell k + 1 will enter.
The second complication is that when cell k + 1 arrives, cell k is backlogged, and
cell k + 1 will be in a different rate group after cell k departs from the flow. From Eq.
(2.9), .51:+' should be given by E + (grin. But to avoid sorting and to satisfy the delay
2.4 Performance Study
2.4.1 Effect of Backlogged Flow Length on Performance
Note that the scheduler is based on cells. When the dual-rate grouping architecture is
implemented, the number of cells in the backlogged flow will affect the performance of
the scheme. For example, when the ratio e+1) is implemented by putting first n i cells
into rate group K + 1 for every di
 continuously backlogged cells, if the length of the
backlogged flow is smaller than n1 , the flow is guaranteed a service rate r (K+1) . The
performance converges to the average value given by(2.5) when the number of backlogged
cells k ooh. Therefore, the larger di is, is the longer backlogged flow needed to get the
desired performance by the dual-rate grouping architecture. This effect is shown by the
following example. Suppose a user requires a rate of 3 Mbps, while the scheduler only
has rate groups of 2 Mbps and 2 Mbps. By applying the dual-rate grouping architecture,
= 2/3 and x!K) = 1/3. To implement this scheme, for every 3 continuously
backlogged cells, first 2 cells are put to the rate group of 2 Mbps, and the last one cell to
the rate group of 2 Mbps. If the backlogged flow is only 2-cell long, it is guaranteed a
service rate of 2 Mbps, higher than it requires. However, the guaranteed service rate will
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converge to 3 Mbps when the number of cells in the backlogged flow increases, as shown
in Figure 2.3.
Figure 2.3 The relationship between the guaranteed service rate and the number of cells
in a backlogged flow.
2.4.2 Simulation Results
In this subsection, the performance of the dual-rate grouping architecture is evaluated
through modeling and simulation by OPNET. Specifically, four architectures are
implemented and the corresponding performance are compared: WF 2Q+ with per-flow
based architecture, WF2 Q+ with the one-rate grouping architecture, WF2Q+ with the
ideal dual-rate grouping architecture which can represent e +1) accurately by using any
bit length to represent n i and di of x!K+1) , and WF2Q+ with the simplified dual-rate
grouping architecture which has only limited bits to represent n i and di of e+1) . In
the simplified dual-rate grouping architecture, three bits are used to represent n i and the
counter cif (i.e. di ) respectively. Throughout the experiments, the output link capacity
is R = 8000 cells/second. In all of the grouping architectures, including the one-rate
grouping architecture and both of the dual-rate grouping architectures, 7 = 2 is selected
between neighboring rate groups. It should be noted that, in general, 7 can be any
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value larger than l. The ratio of two is selected for simplicity in representation and
implementation.
Experiment 1
The per-flow based WF2 Q+ algorithm can achieve fairness in instantaneous bandwidth
allocation and the finest rate granularity. However, the one-rate grouping architecture
may degrade the fairness due to its rate granularity. In the following Experiment 1,
the improvement of rate granularity and fairness in bandwidth allocation in the dual-rate
grouping architectures is presented and discussed. In the experiment, there are three flows
Si, S2 and S3 in the schedulers, each of which is leaky-bucket constrained by its required
service rate and the token size of 1022 cells. Let r 1 =2000 cells/second, which is 0.25 of
the total output capacity, and r2 = r3=3000 cells/second, which is 0.375 of the total output
capacity.
From Eqs.(2.3) and (2.7) it can be obtained that n1 = 1, d 1 = 1; n2 = n3 =
2, and d2 = d3 = 3 for the ideal dual-rate grouping architecture. For the simplified
dual-rate grouping architecture, n 1 = d 1 = 1, n2 = n3 = 6 and d2 = d3 = 8 due to
the three-bit counter. The corresponding simulation results regarding the instantaneous
bandwidth allocation to flow Si and S2 are shown in Figures 2.2 and 2.5, respectively. It
should be noted that in Experiment l, since S2 and S3 are equivalent, only the performance
of S2 is observed. In the ideal per-flow based scheduler, when all flows are backlogged
(for example in time interval (5s, 10s)), the normalized bandwidths received by each flow
are fib = 0.25 and r2 = 0.375 respectively, because the normalized guaranteed service
rates of the three flows are f- i = 0.25 and f2 = i"3 = 0.375 respectively.
With the one-rate grouping architecture, as can be seen in Figures 2.2 and 2.5,
the received bandwidths of Si and 82 are fib = 0.20 and r2 = 0.40, respectively,
because the guaranteed rates of the flows are i". 1 = 0.25 and r2 = r3 = 0.50. This
result demonstrates that one-rate grouping architecture degrades the fairness of bandwidth
allocation that can be achieved by the scheduling algorithm. It can also be noted that
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Figure 2.4 Bandwidth allocation of S i in Experiment 1.
since 82 is over-provisioned with the bandwidth and S i is under-provisioned, the queue
of 82 is emptied frequently. S i can receive more bandwidth when the queue of 82 is
emptied. Therefore, the received bandwidth of each flow oscillates significantly in the
one-rate grouping architecture.
In the ideal dual-rate grouping architecture, bandwidths received by each flow
approximate the per-flow based scheduler, since 82 and S3 are placed into two different
service groups alternately (normalized rate groups of 0.25 and 0.5, respectively), and the
guaranteed service rate they receive is the required 0.375. From these results, it can be
seen that not only the flows get their fair share of bandwidth, but also the oscillations in
bandwidth allocation have been reduced.
In the simplified dual-rate grouping architecture, since S i gets the guaranteed rate
of f-i
 = 0.25 and 82 and 83 each get the guaranteed rate of r2 = r3 = 0.4 according to Eq.
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Figure 2.6 Queueing delay of S i in Experiment 1.
(2.5), from the WF2 Q+ algorithm, theoretically f ib = 0.238, and f2 = r3 = 0.381, which
are confirmed in the simulation. Therefore, the simplified dual-rate grouping architecture
can also provide better fairness in the bandwidth allocation to each flow than the one-rate
grouping architecture.
As shown in Figures 2.6 and 2.7, the dual-rate grouping architectures also
approximate the per-flow based WF 2 Q+ better than the one-rate grouping architecture
in terms of delay. Especially for the ideal dual-rate grouping architecture, the curves
of delay of Si and 82 are identical with those of the per-flow based architecture. This
is attributed to the fact that the ideal dual-rate grouping scheme can provide finer rate
granularity and allocate more accurate bandwidth to all flows than the one-rate grouping
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Figure 2.7 Queueing delay of S2 in Experiment 1.
architecture. Although there is rate allocation error caused by the representation of d i in
the simplified dual-rate grouping architecture, the delay curves of the simplified dual-rate
grouping architecture are also close to the ideal per-flow based architecture. Note that, in
Figure 2.6, the delay of S i with the one-rate grouping architecture is larger than that of
the per-flow based architecture, because S i in the one-rate grouping architecture receives
less bandwidth than it requires and is guaranteed in the ideal per-flow based architecture;
while in Figure 2.7 the delay of S2 with the one-rate grouping architecture is smaller than
that of the per-flow based scheduler, because 52 receives more bandwidth than it should
receive when it is backlogged. In all these figures, the unit of delay is time slot.
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Figure 2.8 Bandwidth allocation of Si in Experiment 2.
Experiment 2
In reality, per-flow based leaky-bucket shaping may not be implemented in high-speed
routers due to the implementation complexity. However, the ideal per-flow based WF 2Q+
scheduler can isolate those ill-behaving flows from negatively affecting the conforming
flows. This feature is referred to as the immunity capability of the scheduler. In
Experiment 2, the immunity capability of the WF2Q+ algorithm are demonstrated with
different implementation architectures. In this experiment, it is assumed that S2 is
ill-behaving with arrival rate 2000 cells/second, although its reserved service rate is
only 3000 cells/second. Traffic characteristics of flows 1 and 3 remain the same as in
Experiment l.
As shown in Figures 2.8 and 2.9, with per-flow based architecture, the received
bandwidths for Si and S2 are 0.25 and 0.375, respectively, implying that this scheme
possesses the capability to protect well-behaving flows from the adverse impact of
ill-behaving flows. With the one-rate grouping architecture, the guaranteed bandwidth
Figure 2.10 Queueing delay of S 1 in Experiment 2.
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of well-behaving Si is adversely affected by the ill-behaving S2, which oscillates more
dramatically as compared to Experiment 1 and receives less bandwidth (0.2) than it should
(0.25), due to the reason that the ill-behaving 82 receives more bandwidth (0.2) than it
should (0.375), as shown in Figure 2.9. As a result, the delay of S i in the one-rate grouping
architecture also becomes longer as compared to the ideal per-flow based architecture, as
shown in Figure 2.10.
On the other hand, the received bandwidth and delay of S i approximate those of
the per-flow based architecture very well in the ideal and simplified dual-rate grouping
architectures. Moreover, with the ideal dual-rate grouping architecture, 52 receives the
bandwidth of 0.375, which is S 2 's reserved bandwidth. Therefore, as shown Figure 2.10,
in the ideal dual-rate grouping architecture, the delay bound of the conforming flow Si
can be the same as in the per-flow based architecture.
From experiment 2, it can be seen that the per-flow based WF2Q+ scheme possesses
the ability to protect the well-behaving flows from being affected by the ill-behaving flows
and has the ability to regulate those ill-behaving flows. Although it can be noted that the
other three architectures also have the immunity capability, the immunity capability can
be degraded when the one-rate grouping architecture is employed. In this experiment,
it is demonstrated that the ideal and simplified dual-rate grouping architectures can
alleviate the adverse affects of those ill-behaving flows, and hence significantly improve
the immunity capability as compared to the one-rate grouping architecture.
Experiment 3
It should be noted that the more the number of rate groups, i.e., the larger M, the better
performance in terms of approximating per-flow based scheduler. The reason is that, with
more rate groups, more service rates can be supported, and thus finer rate granularity can
be achieved, while the oscillation in bandwidth provisioning is reduced. It should be noted
that it is possible to use only two rate groups, one with the maximum service rate and the
other with the minimum service rate, to achieve any required service rate by pumping cells
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into these two rate groups alternately. This is an extreme case of the dual-rate grouping
architecture, with M = 2. The performance of such a scheduler and that of a scheduler
with more service rate groups are compared in the following experiment 3.
The parameters used throughout experiment 3 are as follows: R=8000 cellists, r1 =
2000cells/s, r2 = r3=3000 cells/s. Consider the following three schedulers. Scheduler 1:
per-flow based WF2Q+ scheduler; Scheduler 2: scheduler with the ideal dual-rate grouping
architecture in which the minimum service rate is 7.8125 cells/s, the maximum service rate
is 8000 cellists, and there are totally 11 service rate groups with ry = 2. S 1 always stays
in group 9 (the service rate is 2000 cells/s), and flow 2 and 3 are switched between group
9 and 10 to achieve the average service rate of 3000 cells/s; Scheduler 3: scheduler with
the ideal dual-rate grouping architecture in which there are only two rate groups, i.e., the
minimum rate 7.8125 cells/s and the maximum rate 8000 cells/s.
As shown in Figures 2.11 and 2.12, the bandwidth guaranteed to S 1 and S2 oscillate
much more dramatically by using scheduler 3 as compared to using the scheduler 1 and
2. The reason is that when flows are put into the maximum rate group, their bandwidths
are provisioned much more than they require, and when they are put into the minimum
rate group, their bandwidths are provisioned much less than they require. As a result,
the delay of cells in scheduler 3 changes dramatically, and the maximum delay of each
flow becomes larger as compared to that in the scheduler 1 and 2, which are shown in
Figure 2.13 and Figure 2.12, respectively. Therefore, more rate groups, which can provide
finer rate granularity without the help of the dual-rate grouping, can also provide better
performance in the dual-rate grouping architecture.
2.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, a dual-rate grouping scheme was proposed to improve the service rate
granularity of the cell-based scheduler with grouping architecture. Its principle and
performance properties were discussed, which indicates that any service rate that a user
requires can be guaranteed by using the dual-rate grouping strategy, while the complexity
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Figure 2.13 Queueing delay of Si in Experiment 3.
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Figure 2.14 Queueing delay of 82 in Experiment 3.
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of the applied PFQ algorithms and the architecture of the scheduler are not affected by
the scheme. The implementation issues of the architecture are presented as well. The
relationship of the length of the backlogged flow with the guaranteed service rate is
studied through a numerical example, while the fairness feature of the dual-rate grouping
architecture is presented through simulation. Furthermore, the immunity capability of the
different architectures was studied and compared, which demonstrated that the one-rate
grouping architecture may degrade the immunity capability that can be achieved by
the per-flow based scheduling algorithm due to its coarse rate granularity, while the
proposed dual-rate grouping architecture can better approximate the performance of the
per-flow based architecture by providing finer rate granularity. It can be also seen
from the simulation study, that provisioning finer rate granularity through increasing
the number of rate groups can not only enhance the performance of one-rate grouping
architecture, but also enhance the performance of the dual-rate grouping architecture,
therefore better approximating the performance of the ideal per-flow based scheduling
algorithm. These performance evaluation studies demonstrated that the proposed dual-rate
grouping architecture can provide finer rate granularity and approximate the PFQs better
than the original one-rate grouping architecture in terms of bandwidth allocation, delay,
and immunity capability. It should also be noted that one of the most important advantages
of the proposed scheme is that its implementation complexity remains the same as the
one-rate grouping architecture.
The proposed dual-rate grouping architecture can be used as one of the single-node
QoS provisioning mechanisms to enhance the rate granularity provisioned by a router.
In the following chapters, the strategies to enhance the QoS granularity in an end-to-end
fashion are discussed, which can be applied in today's Diffsery networks.
Table 2.1 Notations of Chapter 2
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CHAPTER 3
THE FRAMEWORK OF EXPLICIT ENDPOINT ADMISSION CONTROL
AND SERVICE VECTOR
3.1 Introduction
In today's Internet, the Internet Protocol (IP) becomes the vehicle for delivering various
types of data flows and services, including current and emerging real-time and multimedia
applications, such as voice, image and video streams. However, the current IP
infrastructure lacks the support of Quality of Service (QoS), as required by many real-time
and multimedia applications, thus significantly hampering its further development.
It is well known that there are two fundamental frameworks proposed to provide end-
to-end QoS in the Internet: Intsery [2] and Diffsery model [5]. The Intsery model, which
aims to provide "hard" end-to-end QoS guarantees [21] to each individual data flow, i.e.,
to provide fine QoS granularity to data flows, requires per-flow based resource allocation
and service provisioning, and thus suffers from the scalability problem due to the huge
amount of data flows that may coexist in today's high-speed core routers. The proposed
Diffsery model simplifies the design of core routers by aggregating individual flows at
edge routers and provisioning only a number of services to the aggregated data flows at
each core router. However, in this model, it is difficult to identify each individual flow's
QoS requirements at core routers, and to contrive efficient resource allocation mechanisms
to guarantee the end-to-end QoS of each individual data flow.
Currently some Internet equipment vendors statically map the data flows to a specific
service class according to their QoS requirements, and make resource reservation in
Expedited Forwarding (EF) service for flows with "hard" Q0S requirements [3]. Thus,
although the Diffsery model is a scalable service provisioning model as compared to the
Intsery model, it can only provide a coarse QoS granularity, in which flows only have
limited options in choosing the service class along the data path, resulting in similar
end-to-end delay, loss probability, etc., even though they may actually have quite different
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QoS requirements. For a Diffsery network with n services at each router, the QoS
granularity provided in the network will be 0(n) while by static service mapping the
granularity that a data flow can actually obtain is 0(1). The coarse QoS granularity
provided in such a Q0S mapping and provisioning paradigm affects not only the network
resource utilization but the user benefit from the network service as well, especially when
service-based pricing schemes are introduced into the network service provisioning. It can
be seen that the main challenge in the end-to-end QoS provisioning in the Internet is to
find a scheme that balances the implementation complexity in the network and the service
granularity to the individual flows.
3.2 Motivations and Objectives
In this chapter of the dissertation, the concept of decoupling the end-to-end QoS
provisioning from the service provisioning at each core router is introduced to enhance
the QoS granularity in the Diffsery networks, which enables a flow to choose different
service classes and their associated Per-Hop Behaviors (PHBs) at different routers. Thus,
the definition of services and their PHBs may remain the same at each router as in the
conventional Diffsery model, while if the path contains m intermediate routers with n
available services at each hop, the granularity of the end-to-end QoS provisioned to a data
flow by the network can be as fine as 0(nm). However, there are still some issues in the
implementation of such an approach which are associated with the place and methodology
of determining the most appropriate services for each data flow. In the current service
model, there might be three choices available: the edge routers, the core routers along the
data path, and the bandwidth brokers. Since each core or edge router may only have local
information on the resource utilization of each service, it is difficult for them to evaluate
the end-to-end performance of a data flow and choose the services in an end-to-end
fashion. On the other hand, if the corresponding services are determined by one or
several bandwidth brokers in the network, the computational overhead of the optimization
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procedure in finding the services for each flow is prohibitive due to the possible huge
amount of requests.
Recently a new approach of admission control, referred to as distributed admission
control or endpoint admission control (EAC), has been studied in the literature ([22],[23],
etc.), which provides a possible solution to detecting the resource availability of different
services and determining the service that the flow will use at a router. In EAC, the end
host sends out probing packets and evaluates the end-to-end performance that a flow
may experience. If the probing result indicates that the current congestion level is low
and the Q0S provided by the Diffsery network can be accepted, the host will decide
to use the service; otherwise it gives up the connection request. Since it is the host
that actually makes the admission decision, the routers do not need to make admission
control decision for each individual flow. Thus, the scalability feature of the Diffsery
model can be maintained in EAC schemes. Moreover, before the flow is admitted, the
end-to-end performance has been evaluated, thus the end user can be assured that the
flow's end-to-end QoS requirements can be guaranteed in the Diffsery network. It should
be noted that in the following the terms of "user", "end user", "end host" and "host" will be
used interchangeably, and the terms of "router" and "node" will be used interchangeably.
However, the EAC schemes assume that the data flow will use the same service
along the data path, and therefore, they cannot be applied conveniently to indicate the
performance of each service at each router along the data path, but only the end-to-end
performance of a specific service. In this chapter, the EAC concept is further developed
and a novel EAC scheme, referred to as Explicit Endpoint Admission Control (EEAC), is
proposed, with the introduction of a new concept, namely the service vector. The EEAC
and service vector scheme allows a flow to detect and use different services at different
routers along its data path, and provides an ideal vehicle to support the new Diffsery model
paradigm of decoupling the end-to-end QoS provisioning from the service provisioning at
each router in order to enhance the end-to-end QoS granularity in the Diffsery network.
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In this chapter, the framework of the EEAC and service vector scheme is introduced
and the user benefit that can be achieved by the EEAC and service vector scheme is
described; while in the next chapter the implementation details and the performance
properties of the proposed scheme in the Diffsery network, and the benefit that can be
achieved by the network service provider will be discussed. In Table 3.1, a list of most of
the notations used throughout this chapter is provided.
Table 3.1 Notations of Chapter 3
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In section 3.3 some endpoint
admission control schemes proposed in the literature are reviewed, by summarizing
their features and revealing the design issues associated with them. In section 3.2, the
framework of the EEAC scheme and the concept of the service vector are introduced
and described, while section 3.5 contains the performance evaluation and comparison
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of different EAC schemes including the proposed EEAC scheme. Finally, the chapter
concludes in section 3.6.
3.3 Related Work
In general, in order to implement and offer some degree of QoS, admission control
mechanisms have to be implemented in the Diffsery networks as well. Currently, there
are basically two admission control schemes for Diffsery networks: static Service Level
Agreement (SLA) which may not be efficient; and dynamic admission control, which
however may not be scalable, because per-flow requests have to be processed. Moreover,
neither of these admission control schemes can enhance the QoS granularity provided in a
Diffsery network.
EAC schemes have been extensively studied in the literature to address the
scalability issue of the dynamic admission control in the Diffsery networks. Generally,
there are two parties involved in EAC with the Diffsery network: user side and network
side. The basic functionality of the network side is to provide differentiated services to
users. The end user will carry out the task of admission control with or without the help of
the Diffsery network. There are two phases of Endpoint Admission Control: probing phase
and data transfer phase. In the probing phase, the host would map the QoS requirements to
a network service and start a probing process to obtain information about its performance.
Then the host determines whether or not to admit the flow into the network. If the flow
is admitted, the data transfer phase starts. Since the core node does not need to make
admission control decision for each individual flow, the scalability feature of the Diffsery
model can be maintained in EAC schemes.
At the probing phase there are two design options for an EAC scheme: the network
can be unaware of the probing process or can cooperate with the probing process. Different
design options of the probing schemes without the network awareness in the literature
were discussed in [22], in which probing packet trains are sent to the network to detect the
network service performance. The advantage of using probing packets without awareness
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of the network is its deployment simplicity. However, probing by real traffic can only
obtain a realization of the random process that characterizes the QoS performance along
the data path. The test models for probing packet trains or probing packet pair [23] [22]
demonstrate that long probing packet train may be needed to achieve accurate probing
results regarding the end-to-end QoS performance, especially in terms of packet loss
probability [22]. Therefore, the probing process without the cooperation of the network
may result in incorrect admission decision, or introduce a long admission delay and
increase the network traffic overhead [22], which may even make endpoint admission
control impractical [25].
To reduce the probing overhead and enhance the probing accuracy, the performance
measurement can be conducted by each router and conveyed to the end hosts by marking
or dropping the probing packet [26]. The end host will start sending data only when the
probing packet is neither dropped nor marked. Since the measurement is performed on
the aggregated traffic, the result should be more accurate compared to the measurement
obtained through the individual probing flows [27], and it is not necessary to send a large
sequence of probing packets to the network. Although classified as an EAC scheme, it
should be noted that in this type of EAC schemes, the admission decision is actually made
by the router through the marking or dropping of probing packets, rather than by the end
hosts. Therefore, the admission decision may not be customized according to the user
requirements. All these schemes assume that the data flow will use the same service
along the data path, and therefore, they cannot be applied conveniently to indicate the
performance of each service at each router along the data path, but only the end-to-end
performance of a specific service.
Current EAC schemes also bring up the problem of resource abuse. Some users
with loose QoS requirements may abuse network resources by choosing the services that
are supposed to provide stringent QoS, and therefore users that really require stringent QoS
bounds may not get satisfactory QoS. The resource abuse problem may be partially solved
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by the integration of pricing and admission control. Actually provisioning of different
services with different pricing is one of the objectives for the deployment of Diffsery model
[5]. In the literature, user benefit optimization models that introduce pricing schemes
into the network service provisioning have been studied to enhance the user benefits from
the network services [21], [28]. For applications with adaptive QoS requirements, i.e.,
applications that can adjust their QoS requirements according to the network congestion,
pricing schemes can be used to provide incentives to users to adjust their data rate so
that network service congestion can be avoided and users can maximize their benefits
[21]. The results presented in [21] demonstrate that changing service price according to
network congestion enhances both the network performance and the perceived user benefit
compared to the flat-rate pricing.
It is proven in [28] that when throughput (which can be represented by flow data
rates and packet dropping probability) is used as the QoS parameter, priority-based
differentiated service provisioning can reach max-mm fairness among flows in the
network. However, to reach the user benefit maximization for each of the K flows in
the network, the network may need to provide as many as K priorities, i.e., the service
granularity may be as fine as 0(K). In the current Diffsery network architecture, the
service granularity is 0(n), where n is the number of service classes in the network.
Usually, n << K and the user benefit maximization may not be achieved. On the other
hand, in the proposed EEAC and service vector scheme, different service vectors may lead
to different end-to-end service priorities and performance in the network. As mentioned
before, if a data flow passes through m routers, the end-to-end service granularity can
be as fine as 0(nm). Thus, it is easier and more feasible to achieve the user benefit
maximization. Moreover, since adjusting the data rate sent to the network as adopted
in [21] can enhance the user benefits, it can also be incorporated into the proposed scheme
and the user benefit maximization model.
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3.4 Framework of the Explicit Endpoint Admission Control
and Service Vector Paradigm
In this section, the use of Explicit Endpoint Admission Control (EEAC) is introduced and
described, in which the QoS performance measured at each node is explicitly attached
to the probing packets, so that the state of the network can be conveyed to the end hosts
explicitly from the network routers. End hosts can therefore use the information attached
in the probing packets to numerically evaluate the end-to-end performance and adopt the
proper strategies in utilizing the network services. Thus, the network provider may convey
its preference to the user by attaching QoS and pricing information and the user may
maximize his benefit by using the information provided by the network.
3.4.1 The Architecture and Operation of EEAC
The proposed EEAC architecture also consists of two parties: network side and user side;
and contains two stages: the probing and admission control stage, and the data forwarding
stage. During the probing and admission control stage, at the user side, a host sends an
explicit request message (i.e., a network probing packet) along the path to the destination
host and waits for an acknowledgement packet back. When an acknowledgement packet
is received within a pre-defined timeout interval, the end-to-end performance can be
evaluated according to the information contained in the acknowledgement packet. The
probing packet and acknowledgement packet may get lost during the transmission along
the path. The destination may also drop the source request by not responding to the
probing. In either case, at the source host, a timeout will occur. If the end-to-end
performance is not satisfactory, or a timeout occurs, the source host may give up the
connection effort, or retry after an exponential back off. At the network side, the router
along the path attaches the QoS related information of each service class to the probing
packet.
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In the data forwarding stage of EEAC, the use of a new service model paradigm
is proposed, which is implemented through a service vector selected during the probing
phase according to the information in the probing packet, and attached to each data packet
by the end hosts. Intermediate routers will use the service vector information to provide
corresponding service to the data packets. Suppose a flow is going from its source to the
destination via m intermediate routers. At each router, the set of available service classes
which may be different from service si it chooses at router j. So a service vector s =
(se , S i , s„,_1) is defined to represent the services that are chosen along the path from
the source to the destination. Although the granularity of QoS provided at each router does
not increase, hence, the scalability of the Diffsery network is maintained, the end-to-end
QoS granularity that a user may get can be as fine as O(nm). A successful EEAC procedure
is shown in Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1 EEAC procedure in a Diffsery network.
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3.4.2 Optimization Models of The User and Network Sides
In the following, the mathematical models are discussed, which can be used in the
proposed service model paradigm to optimize the network and user benefits respectively.
The models are based on the following assumptions, which are realistic for a large-scale,
large-capacity Diffsery network:
Assumption J: The performance of a certain service class in a router may not
fluctuate significantly in time scale of seconds and minutes. Therefore, the end-to-end
performance of a flow during the probing phase and after the probing phase does not
change considerably.
Assumption 2: Compared to the aggregated traffic in core routers, a certain traffic
flow has small impact on the congestion level of a core router. Therefore, even though a
long sequence of probing packets are not sent at the rate of the data flow to the network,
the router can still estimate the performance that the future flow will get.
In the following, assume that a user data flow may get an end-to-end Qom
performance represented by a vector R = (Rob, Rib, ..., RK_ 1 ), which leads to its utility
represented by a utility function U(R). A utility function describes users' level of
satisfaction with the perceived Qom; the higher the utility, the more satisfied the users.
It characterizes how sensitive users are to the changes in Qom [29]. To achieve a certain
utility, the user pays for a cost represented by a user cost function C, which is determined
by a set of pricing policies p = (Po, Pi, ..., pi-i) and the service vector s the flow chooses.
Thus the end host behavior in selecting the appropriate network services can be modeled
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where is the vector space that meets the end-to-end Qom requirements of the data flow,
s is the service vector that a flow may choose and 6 is the minimum net benefit that
the user can accept. Note that R is a function of service vector s and can be further
decomposed into the performance that the flow experiences at each router, which can be
represented by
the performance vector that the flow gets at router j. mince the service set that each router
can provide is S, Ri is a function of where sib
 E S.
The user optimization model can be applied at the probing and admission control
stage in EEAC for the end hosts to determine the service vector that the data flow will
use. If an optimized service vector S is found, the EEAC procedure proceeds to the data
forwarding stage. According to Assumption J, the route during the probing and data
forwarding stages is assumed to remain the same, and each vector can thus be read by
the proper router. If s cannot be found, the end host may give up the request and the flow
would not be admitted into the network. Thus, the interaction among users is modeled as
a non-cooperative game since each user is trying to optimize its own benefits.
At the network side, each router i maximizes its own revenue function A i (Ni , p)
under the constraint that it provides service differentiation, where Ni is the number of
flows at router i, and p is its pricing policies. The maximization at the network side can be
formulated as follows:
) is the performance vector of service Si when there are Ni users of it, and
Ri (Si ) is the vector space of service Si that meets the service differentiation requirements
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at router i. It should be noted that Ni is determined by the user optimization model (3.l)-
(3.3), which are associated with the service vector s and the pricing policy vector p.
3.4.3 Discussions on the User Optimization Model
It can be noted that the current end-to-end service provisioning mechanisms in Diffsery
networks could be easily included in the optimization model (3.l)-(3.3). Therefore. in the
following consider three types of service vectors in solving the relations 1
Type J: mtatic Service Mapping. This type of solution corresponds to the scheme
in which a data flow is statically mapped to a certain class of service. Therefore, s is a
The solution is simplified to determine
whether relations (3.2) and (3.3) can be satisfied. There is no maximization process of the
relation (3.l) and the resulting G, denoted by Gtypel is a determined value when (3.2) and
(3.3) are satisfied. The end-to-end Qom granularity is 0(1).
Type 2: Dynamic mervice Mapping. In this case although
1) along the path, the flow is not statically mapped to a service class but dynamically
mapped to an available "best service" determined by the solution to relations (3.1)-(3.3).
mince there are n classes of service, the solution can be simplified to finding the maximum
value of (3.l) among the n possible solutions with the constraint that (3.2) and (3.3) are
satisfied. The end-to-end Qom granularity determined by this type of solution is 0(n).
Type 3: Combination of mervice Classes via the service vector. In this solution,
the service vector is used to choose different services at different nodes. Relations (3.l)-
(3.3) are considered jointly to find the best available service vector. Apparently, this is an
optimization problem which is generally NP-hard. However in most practical cases it is
only needed to find some feasible sub-optimal solutions. Throughout this study, without
loss of generality in the applicability of the proposed method, Genetic Algorithms (GA)
are used to find the corresponding type 3 service vector. GAs have already been used
successfully in the literature to solve various network resource allocation and optimization
problems (e.g., [30]). Although the granularity of Qom provided at each router does not
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increase, and hence the scalability of the Diffsery network is maintained, the end-to-end
Qom granularity that a user may get can be as fine as O (Om) in this type of solution.
It can be seen that the type 3 solution can provide the finest end-to-end Qom
granularity, while the type 1 solution can provide the most coarse Qom granularity. It
should also be noted that the solution space of type 1 is a subset of the solution space
of type 2, which in turn is a subset of the solution space of type 3. Therefore, when
all three types of solutions can be found under certain network state, one can have
Gtypel < Gtype < Gtype3 • Furthermore it should be noted that a feasible type 3 solution
may exist and be found, even if a feasible type 1 and/or type 2 solution cannot be found.
Overall the type 3 solution may result in the highest network utilization and type 1 solution
results in the lowest network utilization.
3.5 Performance Evaluation of Different Solutions
In order to demonstrate the performance improvements that can be achieved by EEAC
scheme with the service vector of type 3 , along with its efficiency and robustness, as
compared to the solutions of type 1 and 2, in the following, an experiment is presented
to obtain the corresponding numerical results by applying different endpoint admission
control schemes with the three types of solutions. The experiment is built in a Diffsery
networking environment and the non-adaptive applications are studied, which usually have
non-elastic utility functions (i.e. if an upper bound of the QoS requirement is guaranteed,
the Qom is considered satisfactory and the utility is a constant value. Otherwise, the utility
is zero. The application does not care if better Qom than the required bound is provided.
The interested reader may refer to [29] for a more detailed discussion regarding the utility
functions). For simplicity but without loss of generality, the QoS performance considered
in the example is the average end-to-end delay. Thus, the non-elastic utility function is as
shown in Figure 3.2. Assume that the pricing policy at each router is to charge each packet
of the flow according to its assigned service class. Then at the user side the optimization
where Delay represents the user's end-to-end Qom requirement in terms of average
end-to-end delay and delay(si) represents the average delay at router i that the flow may
experience if the flow uses service s 2 . At the network side, if pricing is only associated
with the service class, relations (3.2)-(3.6) will lead to the conclusion that the router should
accommodate as many flows as possible at each service class, with the constraint that the
service differentiation is guaranteed.
Figure 3.2 An example of the non-elastic utility function.
Moreover, each router has to attach its performance measurement to the probing
packet. There are many factors that could make the performance information inaccurate
for the Qom evaluation by the hosts. For example, the current probing processes may
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bring new flows into the network and current flows may leave the network as well, which
will cause the fluctuation of traffic load in the network; while traffic in the system may
have different burst that also affects the measurement results. These factors often have a
complicated correlation and in general modeling these factors could be a very complex
process. In the following experiment the implementation details of the performance
measurement will not be discussed, but simply a predictor based on the Weiner process
[31] is used to perform measurement and estimation of the performance of each service
class in a router. This is motivated by the fact that Weiner process (also known as Brownian
motion) describes a random process that is affected by a large number of independent or
weakly dependent factors, each with a relatively small impact, which matches well our
assumption 1 and 2 for a Diffsery network.
3.5.1 Network Topology and Assumptions
The network topology under consideration is depicted in Figure 3.3. In this experiment,
the performance of the non-adaptive real time VBR streams from node A to node E is
studied, each of which is modeled by an on-off model with average rate of 12.8 kb/s and
peak rate 25.6 kb/s. The length of each packet is 500 bytes. The average on and off period
is 0.ls respectively. muppose the end-to-end delay requirement of each flow is 500ms,
which is non-elastic. The objective of this experiment is to demonstrate the performance
difference between different types of solutions in a Diffsery network when the traffic load
at each router is different.
In the network, three services are provided: class 0, class 1 and class 2, which
are implemented through rate-limited priority scheduling [22]. The class 0, class 1 and
class 2 services can occupy up to 25%, 25% and 50% of the output link bandwidth
respectively. The Random Early Detection (RED) scheme is implemented for class 1
service in case of network congestion. It can be noted that the class 0 service can be
considered as an implementation of Expedited Forwarding (EF) service, the class 1 service
can be considered as an implementation of Assured Forwarding service with only one
Table 3.2 The summary of bandwidth occupied by the cross traffic
drop precedence, which does not harm the general results and conclusions [21], and the
class 2 service can be considered as an implementation of the best effort service. At each
router, each user is charged for every packet sending out, and the price of each packet is
differentiated according to the service the packet requires. The unit price of the packet
requiring the class 0 service is normalized as 1 unit and the unit prices of the class 1 and 2
are assumed to be 0.5 and 0.2 respectively. As shown in Figure 3.3, the traffic distribution
in this network is as follows. Traffic from node A only goes to node E while cross traffic
from node B only goes to D and traffic from C only goes to E. In the network the class 0
traffic from node B to D consumes 15% of the output bandwidth of node B, while the class
1 traffic consumes 5% of the output bandwidth and the class 2 traffic consumes 20% of
the bandwidth. The class 0 traffic from node C to E needs 5% of the output bandwidth of
node C; the class 1 needs 15%, and the class 2 needs 30%. The cross traffic is summarized
in Table 3.2 and it makes the load of corresponding services at each node unbalanced.
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3.5.2 Simulation Results and Discussion
The following results are obtained by modeling and simulation performed by OPNET. The
received performance of the flows from node A to E is obtained and evaluated under the
simulation scenario described above for three EAC schemes:
Scheme 1: Conventional EAC mcheme (EAC-Cm). In this scheme, users map their
Qom statically to a certain class of service before the probing process, i.e., the type 1
solution is obtained through an EAC scheme in the literature to provide individual flows
the end-to-end Qom. The flows from node A to E always use service class 0 since real-time
streams are assumed for these flows. Before entering the network, the end user (host) sends
out a sequence of probing packets at average data rate and measures the Qom performances
at the destination. The probing packets use the same service as the data packets, i.e. class
0 service. If the measurement results can meet the Qom requirements, the end user starts
using the network service; otherwise it gives up the request.
Scheme 2: EEAC with mingle Class of service scheme (EEAC-mC). In this case
EEAC is applied to obtain the type 2 solution.
Scheme 3: EEAC with Combination of mervice Classes scheme (EEAC-CmC). In
this scheme, EEAC is applied to obtain the type 3 solution and the service vector is used
to represent different services at different nodes.
Figure 3.2 compares the average user cost per received packet at node E from node
A as a function of the requested load under different EAC schemes. The requested load is
defined as the ratio of the aggregated bandwidth requirement from the source node to its
output link rate, i.e., 2.5 Mbps. The requested load varies while the load of cross traffic
remains unchanged in the simulation. For the EAC-Cm scheme, since there is only static
price for each service class, a user has no choice but pay for 3 units (1 unit at each router)
for each data packet it sends to the network. The EEAC schemes attempt to find type 2 and
3 solutions. Therefore, they can lower the user cost of a packet. mince EEAC-mC obtains
the type 2 solution, which is a sub-optimal solution of the objective function, it results in
Figure 3.4 The average user cost per packet with different requested load.
higher user cost than the EEAC-CmC scheme. This demonstrates that the type 3 solution
can increase the user net benefits.
In Figure 3.5 the request dropping probability from node A to E for the three
different schemes is presented. The request dropping probability is defined as the ratio
of the number of probing results that do not meet the end-to-end Qom requirements to
the total number of probing requests. It is assumed that once the probing results indicate
that the end-to-end Qom requirements cannot be met, the end hosts will drop the request.
As demonstrated in this figure, type 2 and 3 solutions achieve lower request dropping
probability as compared to the type 1 solution. This is due to the fact that in schemes
EEAC-mC (scheme 2) and EEAC-CmC (scheme 3) when one class of service is congested
along a path, the flow can choose other non-congested services while in the EAC-Cm
scheme (scheme 1) the request will be aborted. The EEAC-CmC scheme has lower request
dropping probability than the EEAC-mC scheme because the load of service classes is
unbalanced along the path, and the EEAC-CmC scheme provides more service options and
Figure 3.5 The request dropping probability with different requested load.
larger solution space to help users achieve the desired end-to-end Qom. It should be noted
that the lower request dropping probability also implies higher network utilization.
Figure 3.6 demonstrates that all the three schemes can satisfy the non-elastic
end-to-end delay requirement. The EEAC-CmC scheme results in longer end-to-end delay
than the EEAC-SC scheme because the EEAC-CmC scheme attempts to utilize every
possible combination of service classes and makes every service class more loaded than in
the EEAC-mC scheme. Therefore, in each service class, a packet may experience longer
delay in the EEAC-CmC scheme. For the same reason, the delay in both EEAC-CmC and
EEAC-mC schemes is longer than that of the EAC-Cm scheme. In the EAC-Cm scheme,
when the class 0 service becomes congested as the requested load increases, the average
end-to-end delay of the data packets is always around 170ms, determined by the service
rate and buffer length of the class 0 service at each router. This implies that the end-to-end
delay bound of class 0 service is not associated with individual user's end-to-end Qom
requirements, but only with the router's congestion level and service policy. On the
other hand, in the EEAC-CmC and EEAC-mC schemes, although the average end-to-end
Figure 3.6 The average end-to-end delay with different requested load.
delay and the request dropping probability are increasing with the requested load, the
performance requirements are met with the actual delay values close to the end-to-end
delay requirement, which implies that the network provides "customized" service to the
user while maintaining high resource utilization. Therefore Figure 3.6 demonstrates that in
the conventional differentiated service model, only coarse Qom granularity can be provided
while the proposed EEAC and service vector schemes can provide finer Qom granularity.
The delay performance of EAC-Cm also reveals the effect of the inaccuracy of
probing results [22] in the conventional EAC schemes, which becomes even more
significant when the requested load approaches to l, resulting in the increase of the delay at
load of 0.85 and decrease of the delay at load 0.9. The corresponding effect is also noted




In this chapter, a new service paradigm was proposed, which decouples the end-to-end
Qom provisioning from the service provisioning at each core router, via the framework
of Explicit Endpoint Admission Control (EEAC) and the use of service vector. The
objective of this new service paradigm is to enhance the QoS granularity in the Diffsery
networks. Unlike conventional EAC schemes, the proposed EEAC scheme requires
the explicit support of the endpoint admission control from the network, which should
provide corresponding performance information to the end hosts. By performing EEAC
and utilizing the service vectors during the data transfer, the end hosts can obtain fine
Qom granularity and thus enhance their net benefits from the network service, while
the scalability of service provisioning in the Diffsery networks can be maintained. It
is demonstrated through the discussion and simulation results presented in this chapter,
that the solution of the user optimization model implemented through the framework of
EEAC and service vector, can provide users the finest end-to-end Qom granularity and
users can achieve the most net benefit from the network services as compared to other
schemes. In the next chapter, the implementation details of the EEAC and service vector
scheme in the Diffsery networks, are discussed. Furthermore, it is demonstrated that the
service providers can accommodate more users and enhance their resource utilization by
supporting the proposed service paradigm via the EEAC and service vector scheme.
CHAPTER 4
IMPLEMENTATION OF EEAC AND SERVICE VECTOR IN DIFFSERV
NETWORKS
4.1 Introduction
Among current Internet Dom models, the Intsery model suffers from the scalability
problem due to the huge amount of data flows that may coexist in today's high-speed
core routers, while the Diffsery model is difficult to identify each individual flow's Dom
requirements at core routers, and to contrive efficient resource allocation mechanisms to
guarantee the end-to-end Dom of each individual data flow. Various alternatives have been
proposed in order to exploit the benefits of both the Intsery and Diffsery while avoiding
their drawbacks. As argued before, the main challenge here is to find the balance between
the implementation simplicity in the network and the service guarantee of the individual
flows.
In the previous chapter, the concept of decoupling the end-to-end Dom provisioning
from the service provisioning at each router was introduced to enhance the Dome
granularity. The proposed scheme enables a flow to choose different service classes
and their associated Per-Hop Behaviors (PHBs) at different routers. Thus, the scalability
feature of the core routers can remain the same as in the Diffuser networks, while if the
path contains m intermediate routers with n available services at each hop, the granularity
of the end-to-end Dom provisioned to a data flow by the network can be as fine as O(nm). It
was also demonstrated that users can achieve higher net benefits from the network services
by adopting such an approach as compared to other solutions. The framework of the
Explicit Endpoint Admission Control (EEAC) and service vector scheme was proposed,
which provides an ideal vehicle for the support and implementation of the proposed Dom
provisioning paradigm.
However, how the EEAC and the service vector scheme can be incorporated
(referred to as the EEAC with service vector scheme, EEAC-mV) and deployed in the
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current Diffsery network architecture, and how the routers can efficiently estimate and
report their service performance in the probing packet remain challenging research issues.
In this chapter, the service provisioning architecture and algorithm are further
developed and examined at both the user and network sides, to implement the EEAC-mV
scheme, so that the proposed idea of decoupling the end-to-end Dom provisioning from
the service provisioning at each router can be efficiently deployed based on the current
Diffsery network paradigm. It is demonstrated that by decoupling the end-to-end Dom
provisioning from the service provisioning at each router, not only can the user achieve
more benefits from the network service, but also the network service provider may can
enhance their benefits in terms of higher network resource utilization as compared to
various service provisioning mechanisms in the Diffsery networks. In Table 2.l, a list
of most of the notations used throughout this chapter is provided.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In section 2.2, some related work in
the literature is discussed, while in section 2.3 the architecture for decoupling the end-to-
end Dom provisioning from the service provisioning at each router is studied and analyzed.
The advantages of the proposed approach over different service mapping and provisioning
techniques in Diffsery networks are discussed in section 2.2, while the performance of
the proposed scheme is evaluated in section 2.5. The concluding remarks are provided in
section 2.6.
4.2 Related Work
In [32], the operation of Intsery over Diffsery model was introduced. In this model,
the admission control and resource allocation procedures are adopted from those in the
Intsery model so that sufficient resources can be reserved to satisfy the data flows' Dom
requirements, while the data flows are served in the network domain in a Diffsery fashion,
i.e., data flows are aggregated and provided only with a limited number of services.
This approach increases the implementation complexity of Diffsery networks by requiring
per-flow based admission control and resource allocation (either at the routers or at some
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intelligent agents such as "bandwidth brokers") to guarantee each individual flow's Dom
requirements, while maintaining the simplicity of Diffsery service provisioning (i.e., traffic
marking, buffering, shaping, and scheduling). However, this service paradigm cannot
enhance the Dom granularity provisioned in the Diffsery network infrastructure; therefore,
how to map each individual flow's end-to-end Dom requirements from the Intsery model
to the Diffsery model still remains a challenging issue.
The ECN [33] scheme allows the router to mark the data packets to indicate the
network congestion. However, this scheme assumes that the data flow will use the same
service along the data path, and therefore, it cannot be applied conveniently to indicate the
performance of each service at each router along the data path, but only the end-to-end
performance of a specific service. Although the similar approach of packet marking is
followed, in the proposed service provisioning paradigm (i.e., the EEAC-SV scheme),
each router can only mark its "own" bits in the probing packet based on the measurement
performed by the router, by which the performance of each service at each router can be
represented in the probing packets.
4.3 The End-to-End Service Provisioning Architecture
4.3.1 Implementation of EEAC-SV via RSVP
The EEAC-mV operation procedure includes two stages at the user side (the end hosts): the
probing and admission control stage, and the data forwarding stage. Detailed descriptions
of the operations of the EEAC-SV procedure can be found in the previous chapter.
Although the routers in the EEAC scheme are assumed to be capable of providing
an "explicit report" of the service performance and availability, thus increasing the
complexity of the core router design due to the fact that the core routers may need to
support per-flow request (the probing packets), the increased complexity is similar to that
of the Intsery operations over the Diffsery network which may require the core routers
supporting RmVP PATH and REmV messages [32]. In fact, the EEAC-mV scheme can be
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implemented by extending the RmVP such that the RmVP PATH message serves as the
probing packet and the REmV message serves as the acknowledgement packet. However,
in the EEAC-mV scheme, it is not necessary for the core routers to keep the state of the
RmVP PATH and RESV pair as in the conventional RmVP model, thus simplifying the core
router design and operations as compared to the Intsery operations over Diffsery networks.
As explained before, suppose a flow is going from its source to the destination via
m intermediate routers. At each router, the set of services that can be used by the flow is
S (So , Sl , ..., ST,_1). A flow may choose service sib at router i (sib E 8) which may be
different from service se it chooses at router j. Thus, a service vector is defined as s =
(so , sib, ...sm_1 ). If a service vector s is found by the end hosts, the EEAC-mV procedure
proceeds to the data forwarding stage and each service vector may be represented by a
group of labels attached to the data packets. Like RmVP, probing should be performed
periodically in the EEAC-mV scheme, so that the flow can adjust its service vector to the
dynamics of the network, while the route during the probing and data forwarding stages is
assumed to remain the same, and each vector can thus be read by the proper router.
4.3.2 The Probing Packet Marking Scheme
mince each router in the ideal EEAC model is required to report the performance of each of
its service classes to the probing packet so that the end hosts can obtain the service vector
that maximizes their benefits, there are two issues associated with the implementation of
the reporting scheme at each router: 1) how to evaluate and predict the availability of each
service class, so that the incoming data flow will receive the performance as described in
the probing packets, and 2) how to represent the performance of each service class in the
probing packet.
Service Provisioning in Routers
There are many parameters that can be used to represent a flow's Dom requirements
including bandwidth, delay bound, and loss probability, etc. mince in general the capacity
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of the core network is much larger than the data rate of an individual data flow, i.e., the
bandwidth requirement of a data flow is negligible as compared to the bandwidth of the
core networks, the end-to-end delay bound and packet loss probability are adopted as the
descriptors for describing a flow's end-to-end QoS requirements. Correspondingly, the
Dom parameters used to describe the service provisioning characteristics at each router are
local delay bound and packet loss probability.
In the Diffsery model, the individual flows are classified and aggregated at the edge
routers while packets are queued and serviced according to their classes at the core routers.
Packets with the same class at the router will be served in a First In First Out (FIFO)
manner. Although it may be difficult to guarantee the end-to-end performance for a
data flow in a conventional Diffsery network due to the lack of resource reservation, it
is reasonable to assume that performance bounds can be provided by each service class
at each router. In the literature, Weighted Fair Dueueing (WFD) [7] is recognized as a
scheduling policy that can guarantee the delay bound and fair resource allocation of each
service class. Without loss of generality, it is assumed that WFD is used as the scheduling
algorithm between the different service classes at each router, although other schedulers
are equally applicable.
It is assumed that three classes of service are provisioned in an edge or core router:
Expedited Forwarding service (EF), Assured Forwarding service (AF), and Best Effort
service (BE), i.e., S = {EF, AF, BE}. For simplicity, the AF class is only implemented
with one dropping precedence in this dissertation , which does not compromise the general
conclusions. It is also assumed that probing packets use the EF service. Let us denote by R
the output link capacity and the maximum buffer length of each service class is LEF, LA,
and LBE, respectively. Without loss of generality, it is assumed that the buffer length at
different routers for the same service class is the same, while the buffer length of different
service classes at each router may be different from each other. The corresponding delay
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maximum packet length, while Hsi  is the guaranteed service rate of Si [7]. To implement
the EF, AF and BE service differentiation, it is guaranteed that
D(BE). For the EF and AF services, it is assumed that some random packet dropping
schemes such as Core-mtateless Dueueing [32] or Random Early Detection (RED) [35]
are applied so that the dropping probability at a router has the following feature:
where Si E {EF, AF}, Hsi  (t) is the average length of the queue at time t, Vsniiii is the
threshold above which the dropping algorithm starts dropping packets at a probability
determined by the arrival rate [32] or buffer occupancy [35], and prsniax is the maximum
packet dropping probability of service Si at a router. For the BE service, the drop-tail is
simply used and the packet dropping probability is given by:
where LBE (t) is the average queue length of the BE service at time t. It is also assumed
updated upon the arrival of a packet of service S i and computed by using the exponential
moving average [35], as follows:
is the interval between the current time t and the arrival time of the previous
received packet of service Si , and H s.) ,„id (t) is the most recently updated average queue
length before t, while K is a constant as described in [34], and Lsi  (t) is the queue
occupancy at time t.
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The Probing Packet Marking Algorithm
In the EEAC-mV scheme, if a router can accurately predict the performance of its service
classes and report them in the probing packet, each flow will receive the guaranteed Dom
performance it desires with the help of the service vector. Although the Dom granularity
can be greatly enhanced using this approach, the estimation of the performance of each
service cannot be accurate, while attaching the estimated performance data to the probing
packet increases the implementation complexity at the router. At the same time, the packet
size grows with the number of routers that the probing packet traverses to the destination.
To alleviate these drawbacks, first discretize the performance of each service class
into several congestion levels. In a probing packet, each router that the packet traverses is
allocated several bits to represent the congestion levels of its service classes. A router can
indicate its congestion level of a service class by marking these bits. As a result, one can
use ilog2  Ysil 1 bits to represent Ys il congestion levels for service class Si . For n service
classes, one need (n (loge
 Ysj ) bits in a probing packet to represent the congestion levels
at a router. If the data path consists of m routers, the probing packet needs (mn log2 Ysi l
bits to represent all the congestion levels along the data path. For example, based on
the service provisioning assumptions in this chapter, for three congestion levels at each
service class in a router, six bits are required to represent these congestion levels in a
probing packet. If the path consists of three routers, the total length of the probing bits
will be 18.
The service provider provides users with the performance bounds at each congestion
level of a service class in a router as a priori knowledge. When the end hosts receive the
probing packet with the marked bits to indicate the congestion level of a service class at
a router, they can obtain the performance bounds of the service classes at each router that
the probing packet traverses. As an example, let (Psj,i, Psj ,i), (Si E {EF, AF, BE}, i =
0, 1, 2) represent the delay and packet dropping probability bounds at each congestion
level i of service Si provisioned by a router. The service performance information that can
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be used as a priori knowledge provided to the end hosts is summarized in Table 2.2. In
fact, each of the congestion levels corresponds to a unique buffer occupancy, represented
be admitted into the service class at the router. For the BE service, BBE,o = LT3111 indicates
that no packet will be dropped at this level, and BBE,l = BBE,2 = DO represents that the
packets may be dropped at the tail of the buffer, and no more Dom-required flows should
use the BE service at this router. With a priori knowledge of the performance bounds
of a service class at the end hosts, and the probing packet marking at each router, the
complexity of the router operation and the length of probing packets can be significantly
reduced.
represent the congestion levels from low to high
and Bq1 < Bq1. At the highest congestion level, Bsi ,ysi _1 = ooh indicates that no more
Dom-required flows can be admitted into class Sea. Let us denote by fsj (t) the average
packet arrival rate of service Si at time t. Assuming that the probing period is T for each
flow, when a router receives a probing packet from flow k, the average buffer occupancy
of service 5i is increased by (TS, (t) + T(k) — Hai )T at the time when the next probing
packet of flow k arrives, where r(k) is the bandwidth requirement of the flow. Thus,
during the interval of [t, t + T), the buffer occupancy is estimated to be in the range of
, and the center point is used as the estimation
of the average queue occupancy during the interval. Therefore, one can predict Esi  (t) as
follows:
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where Bs., (t) is the prediction of the congestion level in the future T time units (seconds)
and Ys, > 2 is the number of congestion levels of service Hi . Then, the router marks
its bits in the probing packet to indicate the congestion level of each service Si , Hi E H
according to Ea.,(t).
Upon receiving a probing acknowledgement, with a priori knowledge of the
performance bounds of each service at a router, the end host can evaluate and determine
the optimal solution that maximizes its benefit G using Relations (3.1)-(3.3). Note
that although each probing packet may contain the bandwidth requirement of the data
flow, assuming that a single data flow's impact on the network is negligible and thus
i' (k)T << Bsi ,o , the term i'(k)T in Eq. (2.2) can be ignored. As a result, the router
does not need the flow information from the probing packet, thus further simplifying the
router operation. mimilar to how Lsi (t) is computed by using Eq.(2.3), Hsi (t) is obtained
through the exponential moving average [32]:
where laic
 (t) represents the received packet length at time t and Hsi ,o/d(t) is the most
recently updated average rate before t. At each router, both Ls  and Hail are updated
when a data packet of service class Hi is received. When a probing packet is received, all
are updated, in which lsi (t) in Eq.(2.5)
(Hsi E {AF, BE}) will be 0 and EF(t) is the probing packet length, since it is assumed
that the probing packet uses the EF service. The pseudo-codes for the arrival processes of
a data packet and a probing packet are shown in Figure 2.l and Figure 2.2, respectively.
mince Hsi  (t) and Hail (t) are based on the measurements performed by the router, they
may reflect the performance of the service class better than measuring and modeling the
performance of the probing packet train, which is only a small sample of the stochastic
service process, while at the same time this approach significantly reduces the bandwidth
overhead of probing as well.
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Figure 4.1 The pseudo-code for the process of the data packet or probing
acknowledgement packet arrival in a router.
4.4 Properties and Advantages of the Service Provisioning Architecture
The main features and advantages of decoupling the end-to-end Dom provisioning from
the service provisioning at each router, implemented via the proposed distributed end-to-
end Dom provisioning architecture and the EEAC-mV scheme, reside in the following two
aspects: 1) it may provide the users with the flexibility to choose their most desirable Dome
provisioned in the network; 2) it distributes the computational overhead between the end
hosts and routers, thus maintaining the simplicity of the router and network architecture.
Note that the static service mapping for a data flow is a subset solution of the service
vector scheme in the user benefit maximization model (3.l)-(3.3). Therefore, from the
user viewpoint, using the EEAC-mV scheme can enhance users' benefits.
In principle, it is possible that the available bandwidth and buffers can be shared
among different classes and can be dynamically allocated to a service class according
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Figure 4.2 The pseudo-code for the process of the probing packet arrival in a router.
to the users' demands. Although it is ideal to have the dynamic allocation schemes to
share network resources among different classes at each node, the allocation algorithms
are rather complex and there is no consensus on how the allocation should be performed
due to the various flow characteristics and Dom requirements, as well as different policies
the service providers may have.
In the trivial case, when the network load is light as compared to the bandwidth
which is over-provisioned by the network service provider, the dynamic resource
allocation schemes and the proposed decoupling mechanism may be equivalent from the
network perspective. For example, if the AF service is idle and the EF service is congested,
while the total traffic load to the router is light, allocating the idle buffer and bandwidth of
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the AF service to the EF service is the same as reassigning the flows from the EF service to
the AF service from the perspective of network resource utilization, if the reassigned flows
will not congest the AF service queue (e.g., below congestion level 0). However, when
both services have a large number of data flows to serve, the effects are not equivalent.
Flows entering AF queues may encounter higher loss probability and delay than those
entering the EF queues. Thus, if some buffers and bandwidth are dynamically allocated
to the EF service from the AF service, these buffers and bandwidths may accommodate
fewer flows than in the scheme in which flows use the service vector to choose the AF
service at the router.
In the following, the trivial case, in which the traffic load to a router is light
as compared to its capacity, is ignored. It can be demonstrated that the proposed
service decoupling scheme (i.e., the EEAC-mV scheme) can reduce the request dropping
probability and enhance the resource utilization in the network using the notion of
"effective bandwidth" ([36],[37], etc.). The request dropping probability is defined as the
probability that a flow will not use the network service due to the unsatisfactory end-to-end
DoS.
Without loss of generality, assume that service classes in the service set H = (So, Hi,
Hn_ l ) at each node can be sorted according to one or several of the performance metrics.
In this chapter, assume that the services in H can be sorted, such that k < 1 for service sk
1 < q < Ysi — 1 are the congestion levels of service class Ha and Si , respectively. That
is, service Ha can always provide better quality in terms of delay bound and packet loss
probability than service Hi , when both of their queue occupancies are above the congestion
level 0, under the assumption that these service queues are in the stable condition. much a
sorting can be represented by Ha > Hi (i.e., service Ha has a higher priority than service
He). Also assume that each flow of type k has a default service Ht E H, which is the
only service that is acquired and used along the data path by the flow in the static service
mapping scheme, while in the EEAC-mV scheme the service vector s = (so, sm-i)
must satisfy si < Ht, (i = 0, 1, ..., m — 1). Note that this condition imposes more
constraints in finding the optimal service vector as compared to Relations (3.l)-(3.3).
However, since the trivial case is ignored that some service is nearly idle (for example,
at congestion level 0), according to the proposed service provisioning scheme, the added
condition does not affect the service vector search results for the flows whose default
service is the EF service, which is the case for most of today's real-time applications using
the Intsery operations over Diffsery networks and requiring quantitative end-to-end DoS
guarantees. Then, the following propositions can be proven.
7 A 'sC type k traverses a single link, and the flow's end-to-
ilea the end-to-end Dom that the flow's default service
here exists a service Hi , Hi < Ht, which satisfies
and the effective bandwidth of each individual flow
is small enough as compared to the
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Prop (s) represents the request dropping probability using service vector s; in this single
link case, s = Si and s = SD, respectively.
Proof: This can be easily proven by using Properties 1-3 above.
Proposition 2 Assume a flow of type k traverses a set of m nodes, each of which
provides an output link with capacity H in the network. With the same assumptions as in
Proposition J, if there exists a service vector s, such that
then among the m nodes there exists a node i in which more flows can be
admitted by using service vector s than using St, and thus Pdrop(s) < Pciro (Sin
Proof: Assume two identical networks. Along the data path in network 1 the flows
are using only the default service St, while in network 2 the flows are allowed to use the
there must exist a node i at
which the flow chooses service s ib
 < St. From Proposition J, more flows can be admitted
into node i of network 2. Therefore,
In the above proposition, Prop  is not limited to the flows that use the entire m
nodes of the data path but also includes the flows using a subset of the m nodes and
their attached links. As a result, lower request dropping probability may result in higher
resource utilization in the network.
4.5 Performance Evaluation and Discussion
In the following, the performance of the proposed scheme is evaluated and compared
with the corresponding performance results of Intsery operations over Diffsery networks
through modeling and simulation using OPNET. The network topology used throughout
the simulation study is shown in Figure 2.3, and is similar to the one used in the previous
chapter (shown in Figure 3.3). The difference is that the network consists of three core
routers connected by links of 9.0 Mbps to increase the capacity of the backbone network.
Three services, EF, AF and BE service, are provisioned at each router. The normalized
weight of EF, AF and BE services are 0.25, 0.25, and 0.5, respectively. At each router,
let LEF = 40000 bytes, LAF = 100000 bytes and LBE = 200000 bytes. For the EEAC-
Figure 4.3 The simulated network topology.
mV scheme, the performance bounds of each congestion level for each service class is
summarized in Table 2.3, which is determined by the given network and router capacity.
Throughout the simulation study, unless otherwise specified, an on-off traffic source
to model some typical types of real-time flows is used, with an average rate of 12.8kb/s
and the peak rate of 25.6kb/s. Each packet is 500 bytes long, while the average on and off
period is 0.1s, respectively. Nodes A and F are homogeneous source nodes with maximum
output data rate of 2.5 Mbps each, and two types of flows at node A and node F are
defined according to the end-to-end Dom requirements in terms of delay. mpecifically the
end-to-end delay requirement of flow type 1 is assumed to be D typel < 500 ms and the
end-to-end delay requirement of flow type 2 is D type2 < 750 ms. It is further assumed
that delay is the only Dom parameter of the two types of flows, and the closer (from the
left hand side) the average end-to-end delay is to the delay bound, the more benefits that
the users may obtain from the two types of flows due to the network pricing policy. An
example of such an assumption can be found in the non-elastic real-time applications with
service-based pricing, as described in the numerical example of section 3.5, whose utility
function is shown in Figure 3.2. Node A and node F can generate both types of flows
and among the traffic generated by node A or F, 50% of the flows are type 1 while the
remainings are type 2. Data flows from node A and F go to node E only. The background
crossing traffic consists of flows going from node B to node D and flows going from node
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C to node E. The load of the background traffic in each service class with respect to the
output bandwidth of the source nodes (node B and node C, 9.0 Mbps) is same as in Table
3.2. The length of probing packets is 50 bytes, which is sufficient enough for packet
marking.
4.5.1 Impact of K on the Performance of the EEAC-SV Scheme
In Eq. (2.3) and (2.5) the exponential moving average was used to estimate the arrival data
rate and buffer length of each service class, where em's (t) /K is the exponential weight. It
can be seen that when Tsj (t) is large, i.e., the interval between two packet arrivals is large,
the moving average effect becomes small, while the values of H a  (t) and L s (t) are mainly
determined by the instantaneous measurement. When Tsj (t) is small, the values of A; a (t)
and Lsi  (t) will also be affected by the effect of moving average and its weight parameter
K. When K is small, Hail and L a (t) can follow the traffic fluctuation in a timely manner.
Thus, more flows maybe accepted by a service class at a node. However, in this case the
transient changes in rate and buffer length cannot be filtered out, and the packet dropping
probability may become large.
On the other hand, although larger K can provide stable network performance by
filtering out those transient changes in rate and buffer length, it cannot provide responsive
feedback regarding the changes of traffic arrivals. If K is so large that its response to the
changes of data arrival rate and buffer length is too slow, it will also cause high packet
dropping probability since the end hosts cannot obtain accurate estimation of the network
performance. Therefore, the choice of K is constrained by the packet length, link speed,
and router capacity, i.e., the buffer capacity of each service class, Ha  .
For example, in the network of Figure 2.3, when the requested load is l.0, T s; may
9Mbps. It can be seen that the moving average is a filter system with the unit sample
where a is the number of packet arrivals, and determines the convergence time that is
needed for the measurement result to converge to the actual data arrival rate and buffer
occupancy. Assume that each arrival flow will use the available n services with equal
probability 1/n (in the example, n = 3). mince LEF = 40000 bytes = 80 packets, LAF =
200 packets, and LBE = 400 packets, to avoid packet dropping due to buffer overflow
caused by the slow convergence of the moving average, the average convergence time
needed for the moving average should be less than (80 + 200+400)/3 of the packet arrival
intervals, i.e., a < 226.7. Let astap represent the convergence time, where *stop) =
—10Pb, due to the reason that h(a) will have very small impact on the moving average
when a > atop. Then it can be obtained that atop = 226.7, and as a result K < 0.088.
The possible smallest K corresponds to the case that the moving average converges to
the actual measurement immediately, i.e., astap = 1, which results in K > 0.00039.
Therefore, K should be in the range of 0.00039 < K < 0.088, when the packet size is
500 bytes, the link rate is 9 Mbps and the buffer size of each service queue is 20 kbytes,
100 kbytes and 200 kbytes, respectively.
In Figure 2.2, the request dropping probabilities as a function of K for flow type
1 are presented, when the requested load is 1.0. It can be seen that the request dropping
probability increases as K increases, until it reaches a threshold (in this case K < 0.1).
This happens because the moving average filters out more transient network state changes
as K increases, and the end hosts correspondingly cannot obtain the responsive network
performance. When K increases beyond a certain threshold (in this case K > 0.1), the
request dropping probability starts to decrease, since the convergence speed of the moving
average becomes slow, as compared to the network state changes.
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Figure 4.4 The request dropping probability with different K for flow type l.
Although when K is small, the request dropping probability can be very low, the
transient network state can result in high packet dropping probability, as shown in Figure
2.5. It can be seen that when K < 0.1, the end-to-end packet dropping probability
decreases as K increases. When K > 0.1, the packet dropping probability starts
increasing since the convergence speed for Hsi (t) and Lsi(t) is slow. Note that in Eq.
(2.7), the minimum packet arrival interval risl;in is used, which corresponds to the highest
bandwidth utilization, l.0. Therefore, as can be seen from the above numerical results,
the derived upper bound of K is valid but conservative. The proper value of K should
be chosen to obtain the desirable performance in terms of request dropping probability
and packet dropping probability. In the following experiments, unless otherwise specified,
K = 0.01 is used.
Figure 4.5 The packet dropping probability with different K for flow type I.
4.5.2 Discussions on Probing Overhead and Probing Period
In general, probing overhead is defined as the ratio of the number of bytes received at the
destination for probing, to the number of bytes received from the actual data of flows. If a
flow k is admitted into the network, the overhead 6 of this flow can be estimated by
If the probing period is T = 0.5s with 50-byte probing packets (Apr robing = 50), and the
average data rate is T(k) = 12.8kbps in the network, from Eq.(2.8) it can be obtained that
the probing overhead is 5.9%. Generally, Eq.(2.8) only provides a lower bound estimation
on the probing overhead, since it does not take into account the fact that a flow may
drop its request, due to unsatisfactory Dom, and thus although it sends probing packets,
it does not actually send data packets. For the network of Figure 2.3, the overhead of
each type of data flows in the EEAC-mV scheme is shown in Table 2.2. It can be seen
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that the actual overhead is slightly higher than the result of Eq.(2.8) and increases with the
requested load, since more requests are dropped when the load increases. It can be also
noted that the overhead for type 1 flows is higher (6.l %-6.9%) than that of the type 2 flows
(6.0%-6.2%) due to the fact that more requests from type 1 flows will be dropped due to its
more stringent Dom requirement. In Figure 2.6, the probing overhead for different probing
periods under the requested load 1.0 for the two types of flows, is demonstrated.
Figure 4.6 The probing overhead with different T under the requested load 1.0.
From Eq.(2.8) and Figure 2.6, it can be concluded that longer probing period
T will reduce the probing overhead. However, it will increase the packet dropping
probability due to the fact that the end hosts consider the probing period T to react to
the performance changes at a router. From Eq. (2.6), for a specific service Si at a node, if
queue is stable. When probing packets for flow Ks  + 1
the flow can be admitted to the service; otherwise, the
probing packet should be marked so that the flow will not use Sea at this node. However,
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due to the convergence time needed for the rate and buffer measurement, a flow may be
admitted into the service by mistake and the service will be overloaded. In this case, it
will take up to T time units before any flows changing services or dropping the request,
during which the additional overloaded packets will be dropped. If the requested load,
Ha , is used to approximate the probability that such an overload will occur, the packet
dropping probability of service Si , as a function of the requested load Ha , Psi (Ha ), can
be estimated by
where r represents the individual flow rate and it is assumed that /-* << H, in which H is
the link rate. Assuming that at each node the flow will choose the n available services with
equal probability 1/n, then at a node i, the packet dropping probability Pi (Had ) would be
Correspondingly, the end-to-end packet dropping probability Pete (H.) is given by
It should be noted that in Eq.(2.9), the maximum individual flow rate may be used to
estimate the worst case packet dropping probability, and assume all packets of the flow
during T will be dropped. Furthermore, a flow's Dom requirements are not taken into
account. Thus, Eq. (2.11) can be considered as the estimation for the upper bound of
the end-to-end packet dropping probability, while flows with stringent Dom may have
a much smaller packet dropping probability, because they may have stopped using the
service before the service queue is unstable. In Figure 2.7, the end-to-end packet dropping
probabilities for type 1 flows and type 2 flows, as a function of the requested load, are
presented, for the case that T = 0.5s. The corresponding analytical results derived from
Eq. (2.11) are also shown in this figure. It can be seen that in general the analytical results
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are larger than the corresponding simulation results for the two types of flows, while flows
of type 1 have much smaller packet dropping probability than the analytical bound. This
happens because flows of type 1 have more stringent DoS requirement and will stop using
the service before the network service starts getting congested.
Figure 4.7 The end-to-end packet dropping probability with different requested load
when T = 0.5s.
In Figure 2.8, the packet dropping probabilities of type 1 and type 2 flows obtained
from simulation, and the corresponding analytical results, are shown as a function of
different probing periods when the requested load is 1.0. Although noted from the previous
results and discussions that increasing T can reduce the probing overhead, from Figure
2.8, it is observed that smaller T can detect the network state changes responsively, while
larger T will increase the packet dropping probability correspondingly. Furthermore, in
EAC schemes, the thrashing effect [22] exists, in which many flows send probing packets
simultaneously and get similar probing results, resulting in the overload of the service at a
router. The thrashing effect becomes significant, when the probing period increases. This
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is because large probing period will make flows take longer time to detect the network
state changes and take actions to avoid it. As a result, even more packets will be dropped
than given by Eq. (2.9)-(2.11), when the probing period T increases. This can be seen
from Figure 2.8, in which the analytical results become smaller than the simulation results
when T > 0.5. In the following experiments, T = 0.5s is considered.
Figure 4.8 The end-to-end packet dropping probability with different T when the
requested load is 1.0.
4.5.3 Experiment 1: Heterogeneous Traffic Burstiness
In the previous experiments, the emphasis was placed on gaining some insight about the
behavior of the system parameters in the EEAC-mV scheme. Therefore, the same traffic
burstiness was used for both the type 1 and 2 flows. However, in general, the traffic in
the network is aggregated from different sources and applications which have different
burstiness characteristics. In this experiment (Experiment l), a CBR traffic of 12.8Kbps is
used to replace the type 2 flow. The corresponding end-to-end delay and request dropping
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probability are shown in Figure 2.9 and Figure 2.10, respectively. It can be seen that,
compared to the performance of the homogeneous traffic types, the flow's performance
in terms of end-to-end delay and request dropping probability presents similar trend,
although the CBR traffic reduces the traffic burstiness and results in smaller end-to-end
delay and request dropping probability in the heterogeneous traffic burstiness experiment.
In the following experiments, unless otherwise specified, type 1 and type 2 flows will have
same burstiness.
Figure 4.9 The end-to-end delay of flow type 1 and 2 with different requested load and
traffic burstiness.
4.5.4 Experiment 2 — Flows with Heterogeneous QoS Requirements
mince the objective of the proposed scheme (EEAC-mV) is to provide fine end-to-end
Dom granularity so that flows with different Dom requirements can achieve different
performance, in the following experiment (Experiment 2), the performance of the
EEAC-mV scheme is exhibited when heterogeneous Dom requirements of flows coexist
Figure 4.10 The request dropping probability of flow type 1 and 2 with different
requested load and traffic burstiness.
in the network. Three Dom provisioning scenarios are considered and evaluated in this
study: EEAC-mV, Intsery over Diffsery with static resource allocation, and Intsery over
Diffsery with dynamic resource allocation.
• EEAC with Service Vector (EEAC-SV) scheme implements the end-to-end Dom
provisioning architecture proposed in this dissertation. At each router, the user
always tries to use the lowest priority service that can guarantee the end-to-end Dom
bound.
• Intsery over Diffsery with Static Resource Allocation (IDSRA) scheme statically
maps the flow to a specific service (e.g., the EF service) while at each node the
guaranteed bandwidth (i.e., the normalized weight) of the service is kept constant
and the buffer allocated to each service queue cannot be shared.
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• Intsery over Diffsery with Dynamic Resource Allocation (IDDRA) scheme maps the
flow to a service, while both the bandwidth and buffers of each service at each node
can be shared among different service classes. For demonstration purposes, the EF
service provisioning is mainly studied and compared with the EEAC-SV scheme.
Therefore, it is assumed that the EF service can share the bandwidth and buffers
from BE and AF services while the other two services cannot share bandwidth and
buffers from the EF service. To avoid starvation of AF and BE services, the AF and
BE services are guaranteed 50% of their original bandwidth and buffers. Moreover,
the dynamic allocation of bandwidth and buffers are non-preemptive, i.e., only idle
bandwidth and buffers can be allocated to the EF service when the EF service needs
more resources. Note that the idle bandwidth is defined as max(0, Rsi — es  ) where
Si E {BE, AF}.
Moreover, for the IDDRA and IDDRA schemes, it is assumed that the routers can be
aware of the flow's end-to-end Dom requirements and make admission control decisions
accordingly, although they may map the flows with different Dom requirements to the same
service provisioned in the network. It can be found that due to the performance bound at
each router, the two types of flows have to be mapped to the EF service in both of the
IDDRA and IDSRA schemes and the services provisioned at each router can be sorted as
EF > AF > BE.
Figure 2.11 shows the average end-to-end delay of the two types of the flows
with different requested load under the three scenarios. In the EEAC-SV scheme,
different types of flows have different end-to-end delay due to their different requirements.
However, in the IDSRA and IDDRA schemes, the average end-to-end delay of the two
types of flows are very close due to the fact that the IDSRA and IDDRA schemes cannot
provide service differentiation to these two types of flows, both of which are mapped to
the EF service. The slight performance difference between the two types of flows in the
IDDRA and IDDRA schemes is due to the fact that the admission control procedure may
Figure 4.11 The average end-to-end delay of flow type 1 and 2 under different operation
schemes.
make different admission decisions. The results presented in this figure demonstrate that
the EEAC-mV scheme can provide finer Dom granularity than the IDSRA and IDDRA
schemes.
The effects of the finer Dom provisioning capability of the EEAC-mV scheme are
demonstrated in Figure 2.12 in which type 1 and type 2 flows received different request
dropping probability in the EEAC-mV scheme, while the corresponding values are close
under the IDSRA and IDDRA schemes. For the EEAC-mV scheme, the request dropping
probability consists of the request dropping probability before a flow starts sending data,
and the request dropping probability during the data forwarding stage when the end host
finds that no feasible service vector can be found due to the dynamics of the network load.
In general, the request dropping probabilities for the two types of flows in the IDSRA
and IDDRA schemes are larger than those in the EEAC-mV scheme due to the fact that
the finer end-to-end Dom granularity provided by the EEAC-mV scheme can fit the flows'
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Figure 4.12 The request dropping probability of flow type 1 and 2 under different
operation schemes.
requirements better, and as a result each flow consumes less resources; while the Dom
granularity is not enhanced in the IDSRA and IDDRA schemes and each flow may get
more service than it actually requires. Since EEAC-SV can provide lower request dropping
probability for each type of the flows, it may result in higher network resource utilization.
4.5.5 Deployment Studies
Generally, new DoS provisioning models will not be deployed in the entire network
immediately due to the cost and feasibility considerations. Therefore, the new provisioning
model should be compatible to currently deployed schemes, in the sense that it can
coexist with them in the network, and both new and conventional schemes will not be
negatively affected by each other. It can be seen that the proposed EEAC-SV scheme can
be compatible to Dom provisioning models which need RSVP as the signaling protocol.
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Furthermore, two experiments are designed and the corresponding results are provided,
to demonstrate: 1. the proposed EEAC-SV scheme can coexist with the conventional
end-to-end congestion control mechanisms used by TCP flows and will share the network
resources fairly with them (Experiment 3); 2. the EEAC-SV scheme can be deployed
gradually and the data path used by an end host pair can consist of nodes that does not
support EEAC-SV but only the conventional IDDRA scheme, while both the user and
service provider can still achieve benefits by using the EEAC-SV scheme (Experiment 2).
From these two experiments, one can conclude that EEAC-SV can be deployed in today's
Internet gradually and incrementally.
Experiment 3—TCP friendly
In Experiment 3, it is demonstrated that the proposed architecture preserves a compatible
and friendly networking environment for conventional TCP flows, which is an essential
feature for a Dom provisioning scheme in today's Internet due to the reason that end-to-end
congestion control mechanisms have been widely deployed through TCP [32]. It is
expected that the proposed service provisioning architecture with the EEAC-SV scheme
will be mainly used by flows with guaranteed Dom requirements, while these flows may not
have end-to-end TCP-friendly congestion control mechanisms. Since the service vector
mechanism will allow these flows to use the AF and BE services, which are conventionally
reserved for TCP flows, it is important that the aggregated flows adopting the proposed
service provisioning architecture will not affect the performance of TCP flows negatively
when they use the AF or BE service. To demonstrate the TCP friendly feature of the
proposed architecture, in this experiment, the type 2 flows are changed to TCP Reno
flows that use the AF service only from the source (node A and F) to the destination
(node E). When the requested load is 1.0 (i.e., the heaviest load), the throughput of each
type of the flows from node A is shown in Figure 2.13 and Figure 2.12. It can be seen
that in the EEAC-SV scheme, TCP flows and type 1 flows receive similar throughput
and their performance is stable. Although in the IDDRA scheme the TCP flows have
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larger throughput due to the static resource allocation to the AF service at each node,
the throughput of type 1 flows is low due to their strict Dom requirements and lack of the
resource they need, which is unfair when both types of flows are heavily requesting service
from the network. In the IDDRA scheme, although the throughput of both types of flows
is similar, their performance changes dramatically over the time, which is an undesirable
feature of the network service. From this experiment, it can be seen that the proposed
Dom provisioning architecture with the EEAC-SV scheme will provide a TCP friendly
environment in the network for TCP flows. It should be noted that in the simulation there
are not any end-to-end congestion control mechanisms to be assumed for the type 1 flows.
However, the probing packet marking scheme and algorithm will control the aggregated
load to each service so that these flows will not use up all the network resources and starve
the TCP flows.
Figure 4.13 The throughput of TCP flows under the requested load of l.0.
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Figure 4.14 The throughput of type 1 flows under the requested load of 1.0.
Experiment 4: Hybrid Data Path
During the incremental deployment procedure, the source and destination pair may expand
several network domains, among which some domains may not support the EEAC-SV
scheme (i.e., a hybrid data path is formed). If each flow has a default service and each
service provider can provide the default performance metrics of the services, the end
hosts can use the default service for the flow and evaluate the corresponding performance
by using the default metrics at routers that do not support the EEAC-SV scheme. In
the following, an experiment (Experiment 2) is used to demonstrate that benefits can be
achieved from the proposed EEAC-SV scheme on the hybrid data paths. Assume in Figure
2.3 that router 2 does not support EEAC-SV, but only supports the Intsery over Diffsery
operations and the service mapping scheme. Also assume that it uses the same resource
allocation algorithm as the routers described in the IDDRA scheme of Experiments 2 and
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3. In Figure 2.15, the request dropping probabilities of flow type 1 in the EEAC-SV,
EEAC-SV on hybrid data paths, IDDRA and IDDRA schemes are shown. It can be seen
that when router 2 is using the IDDRA scheme on the hybrid data path and only static
service mapping and resource allocation are supported, the request dropping probability is
higher than the one when every router supports the EEAC-SV scheme. However, the
request dropping probability is still lower than those probabilities on data paths with
routers only deployed with the IDSRA or IDDRA schemes. Moreover, the EEAC-SV on
hybrid data paths can still achieve better Dom differentiation capabilities as compared to
the IDSRA or IDDRA schemes. This experiment demonstrates that both users and network
service providers can start achieving benefits from the EEAC-SV scheme, even when the
EEAC-SV scheme is only partly deployed in the network. Specifically, the deployment
of EEAC-SV can start from the edge routers and be extended to core routers gradually.
Thus, the EEAC-SV scheme can be deployed incrementally based on the current Diffsery
architecture.
4.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, the EEAC-SV mechanism that enables the end hosts to choose different
services at different nodes is described, and a probing packet marking mechanism to
be incorporated into the EEAC-SV scheme in order to effectively estimate the service
performance at each router and reduce the probing overhead, is proposed. The main
feature of this new Dom provisioning paradigm is that it decouples the end-to-end DoS
provisioning from the service provisioning at each router, thus enhancing the end-to-end
Dom granularity in the Diffsery network while maintaining the simplicity of the service
implementation at each router. It can be seen that the definitions and implementations
of each service can remain the same at each core router as in the conventional Diffsery
networks, and the deployment of the proposed architecture can be incremental.
By providing finer end-to-end DoS, the network can provide better services to the
user, and enhance its resource utilization by reducing the request dropping probability.
Figure 4.15 The request dropping probability for the type 1 flows.
The numerical results presented here, demonstrate that the proposed Dom provisioning
architecture can have better service differentiation capability than the Intsery over Diffsery
schemes via "customizing" the Dom offered to each user, reduce the request dropping
probability, and provide a compatible and friendly networking environment for current
TCP flows with end-to-end congestion control mechanisms.
The proposed EEAC-SV scheme have the following advantages over the
conventional per-hop based, centralized or endpoint admission control schemes, and the
other existing service mapping strategies in the Diffsery networks.
• Finer end-to-end Dom granularity in Diffsery networks: The EEAC-SV scheme
enhances the granularity of the Dom space without increasing the number of service
classes in Diffsery networks. Since the same end-to-end Dom may be achieved by
more than one combination of service classes, users may flexibly choose the desired
combinations of available services to achieve their Dom requirements. The proposed
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service vectors enhance the flexibility for accommodating a wider range of Dom
parameters as needed for emerging requirements and applications.
• Dom provisioning improvement: service vectors make it possible for a flow to
acquire its desired Dom by using different services at different nodes, while the
conventional approach of using the same service along the whole path may not be
able to provide the same Dom performance. Such an approach, from the perspective
of a user, may improve the net benefits from the network services, while from the
network perspective, may result in higher network utilization.
• Distributed user based decisions and computation: it is desirable for users to adopt
their own strategies in using the network service and optimize their benefit. The
optimization of a user benefit may be relatively complicated and therefore, it is
difficult for a centralized device at the network side to provide the optimal solution
for each user. In the proposed framework, the optimization problems are solved in
a distributed way at end hosts, and thus the computational load is balanced in the
network.
• The measurement results are obtained from the measurement of the aggregated
traffic flows at each node, which reflects the network condition more accurately.
• It is demonstrated that the EEAC-SV scheme can be deployed easily and
incrementally in current Diffsery networks. The upgrade can start from the edge
routers and be extended to core routers incrementally and gradually.
the number of routers that a data flow passes through from the source
to the destination
the number of services provided at each router
the set of available service classes at each router
service class j in S
the service vector of a flow
the service that a flow chooses at router i
the delay bound of service Si at a router
the buffer length of service Si at a router
the guaranteed service rate of service Si at a router
the maximum packet length
the output link capacity
the random packet dropping probability of service Si at time t
the moving average queue length of service Si at time t
the buffer length threshold of service Si above which the random dropping
algorithm starts dropping packets
the maximum dropping probability of service Si determined by the random
dropping algorithm at a router
the interval between the current time t and the arrival time of the previous
received packet of service Si
the constant in the moving average
the number of congestion levels of service Si at a router
the average packet arrival rate of service Si at time t
the probing period
the bandwidth requirement of flow k
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Table 4.1 Notations of Chapter 2
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Table 4.2 The performance bounds under different congestion levels for the EF, AF and
BE services at a core router
Table 4.3 The performance bounds under different congestion levels for the EF, AF and
BE services at a core router in the EEAC-SV scheme
Table 4.4 The overhead for delivering each type of data flows by the EEAC-SV when
T = 0.5s
CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
During the last decade, innovations concerning networking technologies, as well as
advances in digital compression and transmission, have dramatically increased the
capabilities and the efficiency of the existing and imminent access, metropolitan and
core networks. Meanwhile, the Internet has evolved from a research network, targeting
a limited audience of academic and military users, to a huge and commercially operated
network. If the next generation of network technology is to operate beyond the levels of
current networks, it will require a set of well-designed mechanisms for the provisioning
of the various DoS. Dom provisioning in the Internet includes providing end-to-end
performance guarantees such as bandwidth, delay, packet loss, security, etc. to individual
data flows. In general, the Dom provisioning mechanisms can be categorized as single node
and end-to-end mechanisms, which must work together to provide the desired end-to-end
DoS to flows.
5.1 Summary of Contributions
Due to the high data rate supported in both the access and backbone network, the design
of Dom provisioning mechanisms often face the trade-offs between the scalability and
granularity in Dom provisioning. In this dissertation, both the single-node and end-to-end
Dom provisioning mechanisms were studied, which can provide scalable services with fine
granularity to the users, so that both users and network service providers can achieve more
benefits from the Dom provisioned in the network.
Specifically, on the single node Dom provisioning mechanism, the problem of
sharing the output bandwidth among the large amount of data flows was studied, so that
fairness in the bandwidth allocation among the flows can be achieved in a scalable fashion.
In the literature, the one-rate grouping architecture provides a scalable architecture to
implement the PFD algorithms which approximate the ideal fluid model to achieve
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fairness. However, the one-rate grouping architecture can only provide coarse rate
granularity, which may result in the low utilization of the resources, unfairness in resource
allocation among different flows and poor immunity capability.
A dual-rate grouping architecture is proposed in this dissertation, in which
granularity in rate allocation can be enhanced, while the scalability of the one-rate
grouping architecture is still maintained. The proposed architecture reduces the sorting
complexity from 0 (log N) in the per-flow based architecture, where N is the number of
flows, to O(log M), where M is the number of rate groups in the grouping architecture;
while the rate allocation granularity can be as fine as the per-flow based architecture.
The corresponding results demonstrated that in the proposed scheme, the fairness can
be achieved better than in the one-rate grouping architecture. Moreover, the dual-rate
grouping architecture approximates the ideal per-flow based PFD architecture better than
the one-rate grouping architecture and provides better immunity capability.
On the end-to-end Dom provisioning techniques, the design and development of
scalable Dom provisioning architectures were mainly studied, in order to enhance the
Dom granularity provisioned in the Diffsery network, while maintaining its simplicity and
scalability.
A new Endpoint Admission Control scheme for Diffsery networks, referred to
as Explicit Endpoint Admission Control (EEAC) scheme, was proposed, in which the
admission control decision is made by the end host based on the end-to-end performance
of the network. Furthermore, a new concept, the service vector concept, was introduced,
by which an end host can choose different services at different routers along its data path.
Thus, the proposed service provisioning paradigm decouples the end-to-end Dom
provisioning from the service provisioning at each router. Following this paradigm, the
end-to-end Dom granularity in the Diffsery networks can be enhanced. With the EEAC and
service vector paradigm, the definition of each service and their PHBs at each router can
remain the same and the implementation complexity of the Diffsery model is maintained.
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If the data flow path contains m intermediate routers with n available services at each hop,
the granularity of the end-to-end Dom provisioned to a data flow by the network can be
as fine as 0 (nm) , which is significantly finer than the static service mapping scheme in
the Diffsery model which only provides service granularity of O(1). The study on the
user optimization model by using the EEAC and service vector scheme showed that it can
enhance the user benefits from the services provisioned in the network.
The implementation of the EEAC and service vector paradigm, referred to as EEAC-
SV, in the Diffsery architecture, was proposed, by using RSVP signaling messages as the
probing packets. A packet marking algorithm at each router was described, so that the
service performance can be represented efficiently in the probing packets, and the end
hosts can evaluate the end-to-end performance effectively. The parameters of the moving
average, probing period, and overhead are studied, while the trade-offs on the choices of
different parameter values are presented.
The performance analysis and simulation results demonstrated that the proposed
EEAC-SV scheme not only increases the benefit to the service users, but also enhances
the benefits to the network service provider, by providing finer Dom granularity to the
data flows in the network. It is demonstrated that the proposed EEAC-SV scheme can
have better service differentiation capability, and enhance the network resource utilization
by reducing the request dropping probability, as compared to other service provisioning
operations in Diffsery networks. The numerical results also indicated that the proposed
Dom provisioning architecture via EEAC-SV can provide a compatible and friendly
networking environment to the widely deployed TCP flows, which use conventional
end-to-end congestion control mechanisms, and therefore, the EEAC-SV scheme can be
deployed in the current Internet in an incremental and gradual manner.
5.2 Future Work
In the end-to-end Dom provisioning architecture and methodologies presented in
this dissertation, the emphasis was placed on the user optimization model and the
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implementation schemes, while service-based pricing with constant unit price at each
router, was assumed. At the same time in the literature, the study on the pricing
schemes was also placed on the user side, under different networking context [21], [28],
[38], etc. However, pricing schemes can be used as means for traffic management and
congestion control. Through pricing, the network may convey its preference on the
resource allocation, and send signals to the users providing incentives that may influence
their behavior. For instance, each router may dynamically adjust its unit price according
to the demand of its service, which will affect the decision of each user when choosing the
service vector. Thus, besides the non-cooperative games between the users, as described
by Eqs.(3.l)-(3.3), there exist cooperative or non-cooperative games between the network
service providers and users, as well as among different routers, which need to be studied
and investigated.
Furthermore, throughout this study only unicast flows were considered. However,
given the emergence of new multimedia and real-time applications, the issue of multicast
traffic support with Dom guarantees, becomes a challenging one. Since, it is envisioned
that in the next generation Internet, multicast traffic will increase, the enhancement of
the EEAC-SV scheme to provide enhanced Dom support to such traffic, needs to be
considered and studied. Specific questions and issues that need to be addressed, are
how the multicast probing can be implemented efficiently and effectively, and what is
the achievable performance of EEAC-SV within the multicast context.
Moreover, the explosive growth of the Internet combined with the continued
dramatic increase for all wireless services, lead to a growing need to access information
while on the move or away from office or home. These trends, along with the convergence
of communications, information, commerce and computing, are creating significant
demand and opportunity for multimedia personal communication services. However,
large-scale deployment of multimedia services over next generation mobile systems
depends heavily on the offered DoS. The proposed EEAC-SV scheme may be extended to
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wireless access networks (Wi-Fi, 3G/2G) as well, in which each handset may send probing
packets not only to detect service availability at each router, but also to detect the wireless
channel capacity, which is time-dependent. The probing can be combined with other
signaling messages, and can help the mobile resource allocation process. Furthermore,
in the wireless network, the entity that performs probing may also be the base station or
access point for the down-link (forward) detection, to determine the optimal scheduling
approach [39]. Extending the EEAC-SV mechanism into wireless Internet services, is an
issue of high research and practical importance, that needs to be further investigated and
analyzed.
Finally, as explained before, in the EEAC-SV scheme as well as in other EAC
schemes, the decision of whether or not, and how the network service is utilized, is placed
on the user side. This means that each user will send probing packets periodically to the
network, which needs additional operations at the router to process the probing packets.
Thus, a malicious user may issue the Denial of Service (DoS) attack [20] to the network, by
sending large amount of probing packets to slow down and even disrupt the router services.
Malicious users may also "hide" their actual data in the probing packets to avoid possible
service charge by the network service provider. Therefore, the network security becomes
an additional concern in the EEAC-SV scheme. Authentication Authorization Accounting
(AAA) protocols [21] are needed to assure that only legitimate users will apply EEAC-SV
schemes in a legitimate manner.
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